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Abstract
In the clinical setting, weight-bearing static 2D radiographic imaging and supine 3D
radiographic imaging modalities are used to evaluate radiographic changes such as, joint
space narrowing, subchondral sclerosis, and osteophyte formation. These respective imaging
modalities cannot distinguish between tissues with similar densities (2D imaging), and do not
accurately represent functional joint loading (supine 3D imaging). Recent advances in conebeam CT (CBCT) have allowed for scanner designs that can obtain weight-bearing 3D
volumetric scans. The purpose of this thesis was to analyze, design, and implement advanced
imaging techniques to quantify image quality parameters of reconstructed image volumes
generated by a commercially-available CBCT scanner, and a novel ceiling-mounted CBCT
scanner. In addition, imperfections during rotation of the novel ceiling-mounted CBCT
scanner were characterized using a 3D printed calibration object with a modification to the
single marker bead method, and prospective geometric calibration matrices.
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Chapter 1

1

Introduction

1.1 Knee Osteoarthritis
Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common musculoskeletal disease, impacting
approximately 10-15% of adults over the age of sixty.34 Although this disease is most
common in the hip and knee, the diagnosis of knee OA – whether by symptoms and
radiographic changes, or by radiographic criteria alone – is more prevalent than hip OA.97
Symptoms of OA may include pain, stiffness, and limited joint function.21 With respect to
radiographic changes, OA is mainly characterized by joint space narrowing, subchondral
sclerosis, and osteophyte formation.72 Non-operative treatment strategies aim to reduce
pain and physical disability to limit structural deterioration in affected joints using nonpharmaceutical methods such as weight loss and aerobic exercise, as well as
pharmaceutical methods including: non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs),
corticosteroid injections, hyaluronic acid injections, and glucosamine.39, 89, 91 The surgical
option may be a partial- or total-knee arthroplasty (TKA), which are both intended to
reduce pain and improve knee function in patients.19
The initiation and progression of knee OA has been related to the mechanics of
ambulation.6 Changes resulting from OA are most frequently observed in the medial
compartment, compared to the lateral or patellofemoral compartments of the knee.69
Patients can functionally adapt to pathological joint changes such as a ligament injury or
articular cartilage degeneration.6 For example, it has been observed from in vivo studies
that some patients with knee OA develop new gait patterns to lower the load at the knee
and reduce the rate at which OA progresses.7, 49, 69 Consequently, these changes in gait
may increase the loads observed in other joints in the lower extremity (hip, knee, and
ankle).5, 69
Total knee arthroplasty has become the gold standard for management of severe OA of
the knee, since it has been proven as a safe and cost-effective method.36, 58, 73, 96 Knee
joint replacement is one of the most effective ways to reduce pain and improve function
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for patients with end-stage OA.38, 56 In Canada, hip and knee arthroplasty rates have
increased substantially from 2012-2017, with the respective volumes of these procedures
growing by 17.8% (55 981 hip replacements) and 15.5% (67 169 knee replacements).37
Indications for operative treatments are demonstration of radiographic OA and
experience of persistent pain for six months after failure of non-operative treatments.98
TKA is not without risk or complications; adverse outcomes can occur, which may
include: mortality, surgical site infection, and cardiovascular complications (myocardial
infarction, congestive heart failure, arrhythmia, or pulmonary embolus).11, 68 Main risk
factors for these negative outcomes are associated with a patient’s medical history and
age.11
Despite long-term pain relief and patient satisfaction, many TKA patients continue to
have impairments and functional limitations when compared with age-matched
controls.26, 70 After unilateral TKA, patients tend to walk slower, have less peak knee
flexion during gait, and have altered sagittal knee moments compared to controls.63, 65
An increased sagittal knee moment is a biomechanical indication of increased loading in
the medial knee compartment, which is related to the severity of OA, and is the best
predictor of OA progression.4 Furthermore, the contralateral knee is more likely to suffer
OA disease progression more than the ipsilateral or contralateral hip or ankle.79 Within 10
years of the original TKA, 40% of patients will undergo a second TKA on the
contralateral knee.64, 79 Although TKA has revolutionized end-stage OA treatment, it
remains an inadequate technique for approximately 19% of patients since they are
unsatisfied with the outcomes related to pain relief and restoring function.15 Therefore,
accurate knowledge of joint motion and loading during weight-bearing activities, such as
walking, is integral for developing strategies for alleviating joint pain and restoring
functionality.

1.2 Review of Current Methods for Knee Motion Analysis
1.2.1

3D Motion Capture Gait Analysis

Gait analysis is a robust technique used to assess dynamic musculoskeletal movement
during functional activities and has numerous applications in orthopaedic investigations,
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which include the evaluation of joint function following corrective surgery, comparison
of different treatment options and therapies, and understanding the pathology of
musculoskeletal disorders and trauma. This technique uses reflective skin-mounted
external markers attached to specific landmarks on the subject, and high-speed cameras
to track rigid body motion (Figure 1.1); however, it cannot provide quantitative
information about joint micro-motion and its accuracy is hindered by soft-tissue artefacts.
This phenomenon occurs because optical markers on the skin may not reflect the motion
of the underlying bony structures.80 Studies using gait analysis have demonstrated distinct
gait patterns between healthy and OA patients,6, 63, 69 as well as differences between the
non-operated and operated knee in the same patient.4, 26 One of the best methods to
evaluate knee OA progression may be to perform measurements under dynamic loading
in order to evaluate biomechanical function of the knee.66 Overall, this modality provides
excellent overall kinematic measurements, and with the addition of force plates, kinetic
measurements within the lower extremities.

Figure 1.1: Gait real-time interactive analysis lab (GRAIL) located at the Wolf
Orthopaedic Biomechanics Laboratory.
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1.2.2

Radiography

Radiography is a non-invasive medical imaging modality that creates a single, static, twodimensional (2D) radiographic image using ionizing radiation. X-rays are emitted from
the source, attenuated by the region of interest, then the attenuated x-rays are absorbed by
the detector to form the resultant x-ray image. The attenuation properties of tissues such
as bone, air, and soft tissue have different atomic numbers, which results in a
heterogenous distribution of intensities on the image due to the attenuation of x-ray
photons.17 The amount of x-ray photon attenuation within a tissue is dependent on the
linear attenuation coefficient (LAC), which depends on the absorption and scatter
occurring per unit thickness of a tissue for a specific x-ray energy.17 In the current clinical
setting, the Kellgren-Lawrence classification system uses weight-bearing radiographic
images to grade the severity of knee OA based on osteophyte formation, joint space
narrowing, and subchondral osteosclerosis.16, 44 The success of TKA is evaluated using
weight-bearing antero-posterior and lateral radiographs, however the image quality can
be influenced by patient positioning and orientation of the x-ray detector.76 Although
radiography is effective at demonstrating the progression of OA, it has some limitations
that include: the superimposition of tissue due to a 3D object being represented as a 2D
image, and the inability to distinguish between two tissues with similar densities.74

1.2.3

Radiostereometric Analysis

Radiostereometric analysis (RSA) is the gold standard for three-dimensional (3D)
migration measurements of orthopaedic implants. RSA uses static radiographic images to
estimate relative skeletal motion between successive clinical examinations to measure
migration and wear of orthopaedic implants in the ankle,18, 29 knee,75, 83-86 hip,33, 61 wrist,59
elbow,23, 24 and shoulder joints.2, 32, 88 This technique has been applied to assess cervical99
and lumbar spine fracture healing.8 RSA utilizes simultaneous bi-planar x-rays (Figure
1.2) to obtain accurate 3D measurements of joint micro-motion using marker-based
methods or model-based RSA (MBRSA) techniques.77 The marked-based method
requires surgical implantation of at least three tantalum marker beads into each bone
comprising the joint of interest, while MBRSA matches contours of virtual shadows to
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the shape and location of digital models to obtain measurements of joint micro-motion.40
Both techniques create a spatial model of the rigid object using stereoscopic x-ray
sources that generates two projections from simultaneous radiographic exposures,
however precision is lower with MBRSA.45 The calibration cage shown in Figure 1.3 is
present during the acquisition stereoscopic radiographs to determine photogrammetric
projection parameters of the two x-ray sources. Images of the tantalum beads are
analyzed with model-based non-linear image analysis algorithms that determine the
centroid of the marker to subpixel accuracy.14 Marker-based RSA is extremely dependent
upon the ability to identify the same marker bead in both radiographs.48 Reported
accuracy for marker-based RSA at 95% significance level ranges between 0.05 and 0.5
mm for translations and between 0.15° and 1.15° for rotations.47 In a separate study,
MBRSA pose-estimation algorithms were optimized to improve accuracy of the method
which proved to be comparable to conventional marker-based RSA.46 Although this
technique has many advantages, it is limited by a small field-of-view (FOV) resulting
from the intersection between the two x-ray beams and it can only evaluate implanted
markers with static images in a single joint.
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Figure 1.2: Example of bi-planar setup in the radiostereometric analysis lab located at
Robarts Research Institute.
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Figure 1.3: Radiostereometric analysis calibration cage for a bi-planar examination.

1.2.4

Fluoroscopy

Fluoroscopy is the continuous acquisition of multiple radiographic images to create a
dynamic radiographic “movie” of a patient. Recently, fluoroscopic systems have been
used as a gold standard method for the assessment of soft-tissue artefacts on motion
analysis.3, 31, 52 Fluoroscopic images are critical for obtaining accurate knowledge of joint
motion and loading during functional activities, facilitating the development of strategies
for reducing joint pain and understanding the pathogenesis of OA.1 The conventional
RSA technique has been applied to high-speed dynamic acquisitions using a
synchronized bi-planar fluoroscopy setup.82 Bi-planar fluoroscopic systems have reported
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measurement errors of 0.094 mm for translations and 0.083° for rotations.41 A major
constraint of implementation into routine clinical practice is caused by the need for
highly specialized imaging equipment that may not be readily available in a hospital
environment. Additionally, this technique has a small FOV that is restricted to the regions
where the two x-ray beams intersect, therefore only one joint with implanted markers can
be examined at a time. Single-plane x-ray fluoroscopy setups are more practical for
clinical implementation since this approach requires less radiation, is less
computationally intensive, utilizes equipment currently available in most hospitals, and
allows for natural dynamic motion in a large FOV to evaluate dynamic 3D motions of the
lower extremity.10, 22, 60, 92 Calibration of geometrical information pertaining to intrinsic
and extrinsic camera parameters is required to determine the spatial position and
orientation of the object. The position and orientation of the calibration object also
defines the coordinate system where joint motion is reconstructed. Although in-plane
translations (Tx and Ty) and rotation (Rz) can be accurately predicted from a single 2D
view, precise measurement for out-of-plane rotations (Rx and Ry) and translation (Tz) are
very difficult.30, 67, 92 Single-plane fluoroscopic setups using fluoroscopic shape matching
have reported mean errors between 0.03-0.70 mm for translations and 0.03-0.12° for
rotations.78
Roentgen single-plane photogrammetric analysis (RSPA) was developed to aide in the
analysis of real-time musculoskeletal movement using a single radiation source with an
RSA approach.30, 43, 94 This technique requires a priori knowledge of the 3D geometry of
the markers from conventional marker-based RSA in order to calculate joint motion. In
knee movement simulations, the maximum difference between the original and simulated
movement for rotations and translations were 0.27° and 0.9 mm.94 An example of a
single-plane fluoroscopy system for RSPA is shown in Figure 1.4.
Although single-plane fluoroscopic systems provide excellent evaluations of dynamic
joint motion, it is significantly limited by the requirement to have a 3D model of the
anatomy of interest in order to accurately characterize 3D joint motion. This highlights
the need for rapid, low-dose peripheral computed tomography systems that provide
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quantitative 3D image data to augment dynamic RSPA systems. This requirement for
peripheral CT (including weight-bearing CT) provides the motivation for this thesis.

Figure 1.4: NRT Adora X-ray Fluoroscopy system pictured at the Wolf Orthopaedic
Biomechanics Laboratory.

1.2.5

Computed Tomography

Computed tomography (CT) creates 3D cross-sectional images by scanning thin sections
of the body with a narrow, fan-shaped x-ray beam that rotates around the body while it
moves through the gantry. The averaged distributions of LACs within tissue are used to
determine image contrast within each voxel.74 Unlike radiography, CT is able to remove
superimposition of tissue, and can differentiate between objects with small differences in
LACs. CT numbers or Hounsfield units (HU) are used to quantify the differences in x-ray
attenuation occurring in a voxel. Air and water were arbitrarily assigned the values of 1000 HU and 0 HU, respectively.74 Clinical CT has been used previously to evaluate
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knee-joint alignment, and patellar subluxation.42, 93 Recent studies with clinical CT
scanners have simulated weight-bearing conditions by applying an axial load to a
patient’s legs during an image acquisition while in a supine position.12, 28, 71 Although CT
provides high quality cross-sectional images with excellent contrast resolution, it is
typically unable to acquire images in a natural weight-bearing stance, due to fundamental
scanner design limitations.

1.2.6

Cone-beam Computed Tomography

Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) is based on the same principles as a
conventional CT scanner, but designed for higher resolution imaging.9 CBCT uses a
rotating flat-panel detector with a cone-shaped x-ray beam that does not require patient
translation to acquire volumetric images. There are two possible scanner design
configurations: 1) rotating object and 2) rotating gantry. The rotating gantry configuration
is the most common configuration for commercial dedicated extremity CBCT scanners.
This design mounts the tube and detector on a gantry that rotates around a central axis.9
Numerous 2D fluoroscopic projections are acquired over various angles around the area
of interest to construct volumetric images. The differences in x-ray attenuation are
determined by the object’s electron density and physical density in each projection
image. The reconstructed images are comprised of a 3D matrix of voxels with each voxel
containing a CT number, which is proportional to the mean linear attenuation coefficient
of the material within that voxel.9 Similar to conventional CT, the grey-level of each
voxel in a CBCT image is measured with HU, which are directly scaled to the x-ray
absorption characteristics of air and water (-1000 HU and 0 HU, respectively).9
Recent advances in CBCT have created scanner designs that utilize a motorized gantry to
allow for weight-bearing imaging of the lower extremity in either a single or double leg
stance.20, 57, 62, 95 These CBCT scanner designs allow for an increased distance from the
torso, which lowers radiation dose because less scattered radiation can interact with
radiosensitive organs within the torso.87 Previous studies have demonstrated that
extremity CBCT images produce an equal or smaller effective dose, while maintaining
image quality comparable to conventional CT.13, 50, 51 The overall image quality in CBCT
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is determined by the geometry and characteristics of the x-ray source and detector. The
ideal detector has a large area with a consistent, linear, uniform response to all x-ray
energies, and no geometric distortion.9 The image quality can be optimized by various
scan parameters including: scan time, field of view, spatial resolution, temporal
resolution, contrast resolution, and image dose.9 Image quality is typically evaluated
using the spatial, contrast, and temporal resolution.74 Spatial resolution is defined as the
ability to differentiate between two small objects that are very close together.74 Contrast
resolution determines the ability to differentiate between objects with similar LACs.74
Temporal resolution refers to the acquisition rate of the projections images that are used
in image reconstruction.74 An example of a commercially available CBCT scanner is
shown in Figure 1.5.
In both CT and CBCT, imprecision of geometric calibration information may lead to loss
of spatial resolution, double contours, or star artefacts.54, 81, 90 Most volumetric
reconstruction algorithms assume the gantry rotation occurs in a perfect circular
trajectory,27 however there may be imperfections in the trajectory of the gantry’s rotation.
These imperfections may be either parallel to the axis of rotation or tangential to the
circle of rotation and perpendicular to the line joining the x-ray source and detector.25
Image-based geometric calibration can be incorporated into the reconstruction algorithm
either concurrently or prospectively to characterize imperfections in gantry motion during
rotation.25 Geometric calibration of an imaging system determines various parameters,
which can be divided into five intrinsic and six extrinsic geometric calibration
parameters.55 The intrinsic parameters describe the inherent properties of the x-ray
system geometry that remain constant throughout operation; this includes pixel size,
source-to-image distance, and detector offset.53 The extrinsic parameters indicate the 3D
rotational and translational matrices of the entire imaging system relative to the
calibration object.53 A minimum of six points of correspondence are required to calculate
these eleven geometric calibration parameters.35 CBCT is ideally suited for extremity
musculoskeletal health applications since it can obtain true weight-bearing, 3D
volumetric scans with optimal image quality at a low-dose when compared to
conventional CT.
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Figure 1.5: Planmed Verity extremity cone-beam computed tomography scanner located
at the Wolf Orthopaedic Biomechanics Laboratory.

1.3

Thesis Objectives and Hypotheses

The overall goal of this thesis is to develop a method to test various image quality
parameters and to develop a multimodality CBCT system for investigations of
musculoskeletal conditions. The specific objectives of the research were:
1. To test and optimize CT acquisitions for various image quality parameters that
include: spatial resolution, geometric accuracy, signal linearity, image uniformity,
and system noise;
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2. To develop a method for producing accurate CBCT reconstructions from a
ceiling-mounted single-plane x-ray fluoroscopy system using a custom 3D printed
calibration object for geometric calibration and in-house software for image
reconstruction.

1.4 Thesis Organization
Chapter two describes the methodology for the primary goal of testing and optimizing CT
acquisitions for basic imaging parameters that were quantified using phantoms
mimicking diameters of the upper and lower extremity. Chapter three describes the
acquisition of CBCT image volumes using a ceiling-mounted single-plane x-ray
fluoroscopy system. Finally, the thesis is concluded in Chapter four with a summary of
the major results of these projects and a discussion of potential areas for future work.
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Chapter 2

2

Quantitative Performance Evaluation of a Peripheral ConeBeam Computed Tomography Scanner with Weight-bearing
Capabilities

2.1 Introduction
Weight-bearing radiographs provide functional information about joint biomechanics of
the foot, ankle, and knee.27-29, 48, 56 Due to their two-dimensional nature, the appearance of
the joint is heavily dependent on positioning and the angle of joint flexion.25 In cases
where patients have severe deformities, two-dimensional images may not be conclusive
and additional 3D views are required for a more sophisticated evaluation of osseous
structures.12 Routine volumetric imaging, such as computed tomography (CT) or
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), does not allow for weight-bearing imaging to be
performed in a clinical healthcare setting. Recent studies, using these conventional
modalities, have simulated weight-bearing conditions by applying an axial load to a
subject’s leg while in a supine position.20, 43, 52 However, these studies do not represent
the physiological stresses of the joints in a normal weight-bearing stance, and the setup is
impractical for routine clinical exams.
Recent advances in cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) have resulted in scanners
that utilize a motorized gantry, with a wide range of movements that includes horizontal
tilting and lowering the gantry to the floor. These movements allow for weight-bearing
images while a subject is in a single-leg stance inside the CBCT gantry, in addition to
supine scans. Although there are numerous studies using peripheral CBCT scanners to
compare image quality to conventional CT6, 26,42, 49 and quantify effective dose,33-35 there
are no studies to verify the basic imaging parameters required for accurate and precise
measurements involving evaluations of weight-bearing joint alignment,27-29, 39 fracture
detection,23, 40 arthrography,36, 37, 47 and arthritic disease progression in the upper and
lower extremities.3, 38, 39
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While the Planmed Verity peripheral CBCT scanner has been available for a few years,
its performance has not been validated using image quality phantoms that represent
anatomy that would be encountered in future clinical studies. The manufacturer currently
provides image quality phantoms with diameters resembling an average-sized elbow,
however these results have not been validated using an image quality phantom simulating
the diameter of an average-sized knee. The purpose of this study was to independently
evaluate performance results of various reconstruction algorithms in a peripheral CBCT
scanner using two image quality phantoms with diameters similar to the average-sized
elbow and knee. Specific imaging parameters, such as spatial resolution, linearity,
uniformity, noise, geometric accuracy, and effective dose, are measured and reported.

2.2 Methods
2.2.1

Extremity CT Scanner

The performance of a commercially available peripheral CBCT scanner (Verity CT
scanner, Planmed Oy, Helsinki, Finland) was evaluated. The scanner uses an x-ray tube
(D-067SB-P, Toshiba) with a 0.6 mm focal spot impinging on a tungsten target to
produce pulsed x-ray radiation. The x-ray tube is capable of voltages ranging from 80-96
peak kilovolts (kVp) and output tube currents of 1-12 milliamperes (mA). The detector is
a 20 x 25 cm amorphous silicon, flat-panel detector with 127 µm pixel spacing; it can be
used in a 2 x 2 or 4 x 4 binning mode configuration, resulting in 254 µm or 508 µm
effective pixel size, respectively. CBCT images have the option to be acquired with 300
to 600 projection images, resulting in scan times varying from 20 - 40 seconds over 210
degrees for three modes: low-dose, standard, and high resolution. The use of pulsed xrays (i.e. exposures durations of 20 ms per view) limits the total radiation exposure time
from 6 to 12 seconds, depending on the number of image projection frames acquired. 3D
image volumes (13 cm length, 16 cm diameter) are reconstructed from x-ray projections
using Verity Manager software (Planmed Oy, Helsinki, Finland), resulting in isotropic
voxel spacing of 0.4 mm for the low-dose and standard modes, and 0.2 mm for the highresolution scan mode. High-resolution and standard scans only differ with respect to the
resolution. The low-dose mode differs mainly in a reduction of 6-24 mAs in comparison
to the equivalent standard modes, depending on the body part selected. The CBCT
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scanner can acquire images in conventional scan mode (Figure 2.1a) and a weightbearing mode (Figure 2.1b). Additionally, the CT scanner is portable and can be
powered from a standard electrical outlet.

Figure 2.1: Peripheral cone-beam CT scanner pictured in conventional scan (a) mode
and weight-bearing scan (b) mode.

2.2.2

Image quality phantoms and data acquisition

Performance of the Planmed Verity CBCT scanner was evaluated using two image
quality assessment phantoms. A large, custom-designed phantom and small phantom
(MCTP 610, Simutec, London, ON) were used, each consisting of modular acrylic plates
designed to test individual imaging parameters (Figure 2.2).15, 46 The diameter of the
large (150 mm) and small (80 mm) phantoms used in this study were representative of
the average diameter of a knee and elbow, respectively. The phantoms allow aspects of
image quality to be analyzed, including: spatial resolution linearity, uniformity, noise,
and geometric accuracy. These parameters were evaluated with the installed clinical
reconstruction engine, a beta-reconstruction engine, and an Adaptive Image Noise
Optimization (AINO) algorithm. The beta reconstruction engine allows for retrospective
beam-hardening and patient-motion corrections for reconstructed image volumes. The
AINO algorithm can be used retroactively to reduce noise throughout a reconstructed
image volume. All image volumes were acquired using both 300 and 450 projection
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protocols, which have 6 and 9 second exposures, respectively. Afterwards, image
volumes are reconstructed at 0.2 mm isotropic resolution using both current and beta
reconstruction algorithms, then processed using the AINO algorithm. For the large image
quality phantom, six image volumes were produced per image dataset using the current
reconstruction algorithm, beta reconstruction algorithm, and a beam-hardening correction
(from beta reconstruction algorithm).

Figure 2.2: Large custom-built phantom (left) and small phantom (right) designed to
evaluate the performance of cone-beam CT scanners.
Phantoms were placed within the CBCT scanner gantry and precisely levelled using
internal or external bubble levels, for the large and small phantoms, respectively. For
image quality scans using the large phantom, repeat acquisitions were acquired (n = 10)
using the knee protocol (96 kVp). Repeat acquisitions (n = 10) of the small phantom
were acquired using the scanner’s elbow protocol (90 kVp). Excluding the linearity test,
tube current settings (mA) were set to the manufacturer’s prescribed protocol for the
following image quality tests: spatial resolution, uniformity, noise, and geometric
accuracy (Table 2.1). The systemic image noise was analyzed with tube current varying
from 1 to 12 mA, which corresponds to exposures ranging from 6 mAs to 108 mAs (n =
12). Due to axial field-of-view limitations, the large phantom was scanned in two
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sections and aligned orthogonal to the axis of rotation. The resultant reconstructed 3D
volumes were scaled in Hounsfield units (HU). Image analysis was performed using
MicroView image analysis software (Version 2.5.0-3851, Parallax Innovations, London
ON), and custom processing software to calculate spatial resolution with a slanted-edge
image.15
Table 2.1: Manufacturer’s clinical imaging standards for spatial resolution, linearity,
uniformity, noise, and geometric accuracy.
Test Name

Spatial Resolution

Uniformity

Performance Criteria

MTF10> 1.25 lp/mm

Deviation< 50 HU

Tube Current (mA)

4 mA

9 mA

2.2.3

Noise

Geometric Accuracy

Standard Deviation

±5% of indicated

<100 HU

distance

1-12 mA

9 mA

Spatial Resolution

Both image quality phantoms utilized 5° slanted-edge images to evaluate the resolution
of the CBCT scanner with custom software based on previously described methods.15, 46
Ten reconstructed axial slices of the slanted-edge image were averaged to reduce noise in
the analyzed image. The averaged slanted-edge image was used to obtain an oversampled
edge response function, which was subsequently differentiated into the line-spread
function, and then Fourier transformed to generate the system’s modulation transfer
function (MTF). Limiting spatial resolution was defined as the point where spatial
frequency reaches 10% (referred to as MTF10). The small phantom can evaluate spatial
resolution only in the slice (z) direction using a slanted-edge image. Additionally, the
small phantom evaluated spatial resolution using four resolution coils (created from
alternating sheets of aluminum and Mylar sheets corresponding to 1.0, 1.67, 2.5, and 3.3
lp/mm); however, two of these resolution coils were below the resolution limit of the
CBCT system. The large phantom contains two orthogonal plates where the slanted-edge
images can be acquired to evaluate the transverse (x-y) and axial (z) direction MTFs.
Similarly, the large phantom evaluated spatial resolution using bar patterns (created from
alternating sheets of aluminum and Mylar sheets with spacing varying from 0.4 to 2.0
lp/mm). Resolution coils and bar patterns provided a qualitative analysis and a
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quantitative estimate of the MTF. As previously demonstrated by Droege,14 the MTF was
calculated from the standard deviation in four regions of interest (ROIs) of 1.5 x 1.5 x
1.5 mm3, followed by a correction based on the standard deviation from an area with
uniform intensity. This step requires calculation of the maximum modulation between the
materials in the ROI, which is referred to as M0. According to the formula,13 M0 =
|CT𝐴𝑙 −CT𝑀𝑦𝑙𝑎𝑟 |
2

, the value was determined from the CT numbers for aluminum and Mylar

in each scan. Figure 2.3 contains reconstructed images used to assess spatial resolution.
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Figure 2.3: Images of small phantom a) resolution coils, created with alternating
aluminum and Mylar sheets, b) the 5° axial slanted-edge image. In the large phantom, c)
bar pattern plate, created with alternating aluminum and Mylar sheets, and d) the axial
slanted-edge image, showing a 5° from the central axis.
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2.2.4

Linearity

Both image quality phantoms contain a plate for evaluation of a CBCT system’s linearity
(Figure 2.4), based on measurements within regions containing known concentrations of
iodinated contrast agent or bone mineral.15, 46 Images within these plates were used to
calculate the average CT number within a 2 x 2 x 2 mm3 region at the centre of each
cylinder or vial. The relationship between signal intensity and material density was
determined by linear regression analysis using GraphPad Prism 6.0 (GraphPad Software,
San Diego, CA).

Figure 2.4: Image of linearity plates used in the small phantom (a) containing vials of
air, water, and iodine (Omnipaque) in various concentrations, measured in mg ml-1.
Image of linearity plate in large phantom (b) containing plastics within various bone
mineral densities, measured in mg hydroxyapatite cm-3.

2.2.5

Uniformity

In both phantoms, uniformity was measured in uniform areas of acrylic plastic or water
within the phantom. Figure 2.5a and 2.5b show slices reconstructed from the volume
image from both phantoms in an area of uniform density surrounded by an acrylic wall.
Using MicroView, uniformity was calculated using the average CT number from ROIs
(10 x 10 x 0.2 mm3) placed at the centre and around the periphery of the phantom in the
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image. The average CT number in peripheral ROIs was subtracted from central ROIs to
quantify the system’s uniformity. A line profile was also plotted across the central slice to
analyze variation of CT numbers across the field-of-view (FOV).

2.2.6

Noise

Image noise was reported as the standard deviation at the centre of the image inside a
uniform ROI (10 x 10 x 0.2 mm3). Large (96 kVp) and small (90 kVp) phantoms were
analyzed over 15 mm with ROIs spaced 1 mm between each measurement (n = 15),
shown as the red ROI in Figures 2.5c and 2.5d. The relationship between image noise
and exposure was determined by obtaining images of each phantom, as described in
Section B. The total measured noise (σtotal) can be considered as a quadrature summation
of photon noise (σphoton) and system noise (σsystem).19, 30 Consequently, the average noise
measured as a function of photon flux can be fitted with non-linear regression to the
equation, σ2 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐴 × 𝐸 −1 + σ2 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 , where σtotal is measured noise in HU, E is
exposure in mAs, and A and σ2system are constant terms. The constant term A is a scaling
factor between variance and photon flux, which is unique to each CT scanner. Non-linear
fitting was performed using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (GraphPad Prism 6.0).
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Figure 2.5: Slices through an area of uniform density in the small (a) and large (b)
phantoms, show the location of the line profile used to characterize system uniformity.
ROIs located within the small (c) and large (d) phantoms used to assess uniformity (red
& yellow) and noise (red only).
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2.2.7

Geometric Accuracy

Geometric accuracy was analyzed in both phantoms using test plates containing metal
beads spaced at a known distance. In the large phantom, the evaluation of the axial (zslice) plane was conducted using a Lexan plate with five steel beads (0.8 mm diameter).
The spacing between the four outer beads was 40 ± 0.025 mm with an additional bead in
the centre. An additional plate with thirty 280 µm diameter tungsten-carbide beads
(spaced 15 mm apart) was used to evaluate the accuracy in both the x-y direction and zdirection. In the small phantom, four beads were spaced in four corners 35 mm apart, and
one bead was placed in the centre, 24.75 mm apart from the other four beads. The
distance between the beads was calculated by determining the centroids of each bead
(using seeded region growing to automatically extract the beads),44 which were used to
calculate the distance between neighbouring beads. Image slices used to determine
geometric accuracy from both phantoms are demonstrated in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: a) slice from small phantom with five steel beads in axial plane. b) Slices
from large phantom containing: five steel beads in the axial plane, and c) in (x-z)
direction with thirty tungsten-carbide beads spaced 15 mm in all directions.

2.2.8

Effective Dose Estimation

Radiation doses from CBCT image acquisitions were simulated using a PC-based Monte
Carlo method (PCXMC 2.0) developed by Finnish Radiation and Nuclear Safety
Authority.54 This software has been used in previous studies to estimate effective dose to
patients.8 The maximum possible tube voltage and current (96kV, 0.24 mAs per
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projection) for each 300 and 450 image projection protocols were used as inputs to
PCXMC. The x-ray spectrum in PCXMC was set to match the 12° anode angle, as well
as the 3.5 mm aluminum and 0.5 mm copper filtration of the CBCT system. The effective
dose was calculated based on the system geometry of the CBCT scanner and ICRP 103
weighting coefficients. The effective dose for each image projection protocol was also
estimated using a previously described method that utilizes CT dose index (CTDI)
absorbed doses (6.9 mGy & 10.4 mGy) for the respective 300- and 450-image projection
protocols, FOV (13 cm), and an organ specific weighting coefficient for distal extremities
(0.0005 mSv mGy-1).34, 60

2.2.9

Statistical Analysis

Significant differences were determined between mean signal intensities observed in all
tests, and mean values in HU were compared with a one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA), with significance accepted for p<.05. For linearity tests, linear regression was
performed to establish a linear relationship between parameters if the slope was found to
be significantly different from zero, with significance at p<.05. Statistical analyses were
performed using GraphPad Prism 6.0.

2.3 Results
2.3.1

Spatial Resolution

Analysis of spatial resolution with the installed reconstruction algorithm and betareconstruction algorithm yielded MTF10 results of 1.41 ± 0.07 lp/mm and 1.70 ± 0.11
lp/mm, respectively. Statistical significance was observed between installed and beta
reconstruction algorithms, regardless of AINO application in the small phantom (p<.01).
The CBCT system resolved up to the 1.0 lp/mm, 1.67 lp/mm, and 1.67 lp/mm coils using
the current algorithm, beta algorithm, and beam-hardening correction, respectively.
Figure 2.7 demonstrates MTF profiles obtained from slanted-edge image analysis for
high-resolution scans using the small phantom.
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Figure 2.7: Modulation transfer function of the cone-beam CT system measured from the
slanted-edge plate (lines) and resolution coils (symbols) of the small phantom using the
6s (a) and 9s (b) exposure acquisitions.
In the axial direction of the large phantom, analysis of spatial resolution using installed
reconstruction algorithm, beta-reconstruction algorithm, and beam-hardening correction
produced results of 1.41 ± 0.14 lp/mm, 1.69 ± 0.47 lp/mm, and 1.55 ± 0.21 lp/mm,
respectively. No significant differences were observed between reconstructed image
volumes in the axial plane of the large phantom (p=0.07). Analysis of bar patterns to
obtain the MTF was able to resolve all bar patterns up to 1.4 lp/mm, 1.6 lp/mm, and 1.6
lp/mm for the current algorithm, beta algorithm, and beam-hardening correction,
respectively. In the transverse plane, limiting spatial resolutions of 2.08 ± 0.08 lp/mm,
2.01 ± 0.13 lp/mm, and 2.06 ± 0.13 lp/mm were observed for the installed reconstruction
algorithm, beta-reconstruction algorithm, and beam-hardening correction, respectively.
Statistical significance was observed between image volumes reconstructed using the
beta and AINO algorithms with image volumes reconstructed using either the installed
algorithm, or beam-hardening correction (p<.01). Figure 2.8 demonstrates MTF profiles
obtained from analysis of slanted-edge images within the large phantom for highresolution scans, along with results from the bar pattern. All spatial resolution tests
demonstrated excellent agreement between resolution coils, bar patterns, and slantededge image results. The CBCT scanner exceeds manufacturer specifications for limiting
spatial resolution (i.e. greater than 1.25 lp/mm) for each reconstruction and acquisition
protocol.
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Figure 2.8: Modulation transfer function of the cone-beam CT system measured from the
slanted-edge (line) and bar patterns (symbols) in the large phantom, using (a) 6s and (b)
9s exposures. Additionally, modulation transfer function evaluated with the slanted-edge
located within the x-y plane in the large phantom, using (c) 6 and (d) 9s exposures.

2.3.2

Linearity

Figures 2.9a and 2.9b contain plots of the calculated CT numbers (HU) as a function of
iodine concentration in the small phantom. Linear regression of the small phantom
revealed no significant differences between both acquisition modes (p=0.87), therefore a
pooled regression equation could represent all results. The pooled linear regression
equations for the small phantom is S = 46.3 (HU ml mg-1) · C + 8.24 (HU), where the
signal intensity (S) is a function of increasing iodine concentration (C) in ml mg-1
(R2=0.998). Figures 2.9c and 2.9d contain plots of the calculated HU as a function of the
bone-mineral density (BMD) in the large phantom. Linear regression of the large
phantom revealed no significant differences between acquisition modes (p=0.99),
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therefore a pooled regression equation (Intensity = BMD · 1.26 HU / mg cm-3 + 74.86
HU) could determine the expected CT number from the regression line (R2=0.998).
Figures 2.9e and 2.9f show the impact of the beam-hardening correction on the system’s
linearity in the large phantom. Linear regression of the beam-hardening corrected image
revealed no significant differences between length of scan (p=0.85), therefore the pooled
regression equation (Intensity = BMD · 1.11 HU / mg cm-3 + 53.42 HU) could calculate
the expected CT number from the regression line (R2=0.992). The system demonstrates a
high degree of linearity (p < .01) with all algorithms tested in response to signal
intensities that will be encountered in clinical musculoskeletal imaging.
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Figure 2.9: Plots of measured CT number versus known iodine concentrations, including
results of linear regression, within the linearity plate of small phantom using the (a) 300and (b) 450- image projection protocols. Plots of measured CT number versus known
bone mineral densities, including results of linear regression, within the linearity plate of
large phantom using the (c) 300- and (d) 450-image projection protocols. A beamhardening correction was applied to images of the large phantom using the (e) 300- and
(f) 450- image projection protocols.
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Table 2.2: CT numbers (HU) and standard deviation (HU), measured in one central and
four peripheral ROIs for the 300-image projection protocol in the small phantom.
Average difference and average measured standard deviation (±SD) were calculated.
Current
+AINO
CT #
138
148
142
148
146

Current
Centre
Left
Top
Right
Bottom
Average difference
from the centre
Average SD

CT #
138
149
142
148
146

SD
40
39
37
39
41

Beta
+AINO

Beta
SD
27
26
25
27
27

CT #
138
149
142
148
46

SD
74
70
67
71
74

CT #
138
149
141
148
146

SD
51
48
46
48
51

7.9 ± 2.8

8.0 ± 2.9

8.0 ± 2.9

8.2 ± 2.8

39 ± 2

27 ± 1

71 ± 3

49 ± 2

Table 2.3: CT numbers (HU) and standard deviation (HU), measured in one central and
four peripheral ROIs for 450-image projection protocol in the small phantom. Average
difference and average measured standard deviation (±SD) were calculated.
Current
+AINO
CT #
142
158
152
158
154

Current
Centre
Left
Top
Right
Bottom
Average difference
from the centre
Average SD

CT #
142
158
152
158
154

SD
32
32
30
32
33

Beta
+AINO

Beta
SD
22
22
21
22
22

CT #
142
158
151
157
153

SD
60
57
55
57
60

CT #
142
158
152
157
153

SD
41
39
37
39
41

13.4 ± 2.9

13.5 ± 2.9

13.2 ± 2.9

13.3 ± 2.9

32 ± 1

22 ± 1

58 ± 2

39 ± 2

Table 2.4: CT numbers (HU) and standard deviation (HU), measured in one central and
four peripheral ROIs for the 300-image projection protocol in the large phantom.
Average difference and average measured standard deviation (±SD) were calculated.
Current
Centre
Left
Top
Right
Bottom
Average difference
from the centre
Average SD

CT #
-1
113
115
103
122

SD
73
73
67
75
81

Current
+AINO
CT #
-1
113
114
103
121

Beta
SD
49
50
47
52
56

CT #
-1
113
115
104
122

SD
134
131
119
134
145

Beta
+AINO
CT #
-1
113
114
104
122

Scatter
SD
93
92
82
94
108

CT #
1
72
77
65
70

SD
104
102
93
104
111

Scatter
+AINO
CT #
SD
1
73
72
71
76
64
65
73
70
79

113.9 ±7.7

113.7 ± 7.4

114.1 ± 7.5

113.9 ± 7.3

70.2 ± 5.1

70.1 ± 5.0

74 ± 5

51 ± 3

133 ± 9

93 ± 6

102 ± 7

72 ± 5
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Table 2.5: CT numbers (HU) and standard deviation (HU), measured in one central and
four peripheral ROIs for the 450-image projection protocol in the large phantom.
Average difference and average measured standard deviation (±SD) were calculated.
Current
Centre
Left
Top
Right
Bottom
Average difference
from the centre
Average SD

2.3.3

CT #
0
110
112
103
119

SD
61
61
55
62
67

Current
+AINO
CT #
0
110
112
103
119

Beta
SD
41
42
40
43
47

CT #
-0
110
112
103
120

SD
112
109
98
110
119

Beta
+AINO
CT #
0
110
113
103
120

Scatter
SD
77
76
68
77
84

CT #
1
69
70
61
69

SD
85
83
74
83
90

Scatter
+AINO
CT #
SD
1
59
69
58
70
52
61
58
69
64

110.8 ± 6.9

110.8 ± 7.0

111.4 ± 6.9

111.2 ± 6.9

66.4 ± 3.9

66.6 ± 3.8

61 ± 4

42 ± 3

109 ± 7

76 ± 5

83 ± 5

58 ± 4

Uniformity

Figures 2.10 shows multiple line profiles taken from each of the four reconstructions in
the small phantom. Table 2.2 and Table 2.3 demonstrate the measured signal intensity
and noise in each of the five ROIs used to calculate image uniformity. Across all
algorithms, the average differences in signal intensity values between the central and
peripheral regions were 8.0 and 13.4 HU for the respective 6 second and 9 second
exposures. All line profiles for the small phantom were uniform and within manufacturer
guidelines, regardless of reconstruction algorithm.
Figures 2.11 shows multiple line profiles taken from the six reconstructions of the large
phantom. Table 2.4 and Table 2.5 demonstrate the measured signal intensity and noise
in each of the five ROIs used to calculate image uniformity. Across all algorithms, the
average differences in signal intensity values between the central and peripheral regions
were 113.9 and 111.1 HU for the respective 300 and 450 frame acquisitions. Using the
beta reconstruction algorithm, a beam-hardening correction was applied to image
volumes of the large phantom, which reduced average signal intensities differences to
70.2 and 66.5 HU for the corresponding 300 and 450 frame acquisitions. Table 2.4 and
Table 2.5 also demonstrate the impact of the beam-hardening correction on the average
differences in signal intensity. Figure 2.11e and 2.11f demonstrate the effect of the
beam-hardening correction on line profiles taken on the central reconstructed slice.
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Figure 2.10: Radial signal profiles taken through the centre of the small phantom using
the: (a) current, (b) current with AINO, (c) beta, and (d) beta with AINO reconstruction
algorithms. All line profiles were obtained on the central reconstructed slice.
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Figure 2.11: Radial signal profiles taken through the centre of the large phantom using
the: (a) current, (b) current with AINO, (c) beta, (d) beta with AINO, (e) beam-hardening
correction, and (f) beam-hardening correction with AINO reconstruction algorithms. All
line profiles were obtained on the central reconstructed slice.
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Table 2.6: Results of non-linear regression of standard deviations occurring in the small
and large phantoms. The equations are shown in the form, σ2total = A * E−1 + σ2system,
where R2 value for all equations = 0.99.
Small phantom
300 Frames

450 Frames
−1

300 Frames
−1

450 Frames

Current

774 * E + 29

903 * E + 27

3044 * E + 56

3864 * E−1 + 46

Current+AINO

512 * E−1 + 22

593 * E−1 + 22

2067 * E−1 + 38

2634 * E−1 + 31

Beta

1594 * E−1 + 44

2001 * E−1 + 38

5941 * E−1 + 100

7761 * E−1 + 77

Beta+AINO

774 * E−1 + 29

903 * E−1 + 27

3044 * E−1 + 56

3864 * E−1 + 46

Scatter

N/A

N/A

3044 * E−1 + 56

5415 * E−1 + 50

Scatter+AINO

N/A

N/A

3044 * E−1 + 56

4950 * E−1 + 37

2.3.4

−1

Large Phantom

Noise

Figure 2.12 demonstrates the relationship between image noise as a function of exposure,
with a best-fit line connecting the points. The beta algorithm generated image volumes
with an 88% increase in image noise, when compared to the current clinical
reconstruction algorithm. A beam-hardening correction implemented using the beta
reconstruction algorithm diminished this discrepancy in image noise from 88% to 30%
when compared to the current clinical algorithm. In comparison to the beta reconstruction
algorithm, image noise was reduced by 30% versus an uncorrected image volume.
Overall, the AINO algorithm was able to reduce noise in each image set by
approximately 30%, regardless of phantom diameter or reconstruction algorithm. All
image volumes reconstructed with the current clinical algorithm and beam-hardening
correction meet the manufacturer’s guidelines of less than 100 HU standard deviation
when using a large-sized phantom. Table 2.6 shows results of the non-linear regression
describing the relationship between exposure and noise, using the equation previously
described in Section 2.2.6.
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Figure 2.12: Measured noise in the small phantom using the 300 frame (a) and 450 frame
(b) protocols, expressed as average standard deviation of the signal intensity (HU),
plotted as a function of increasing exposure. Tube voltage used for the small phantom
was 90 kVp, with tube current varying from 1 to 12 mA, using 6s (a) or 9s (b) exposure
time. Similarly, measured noise in the large phantom using the 300 frame (c) and 450
frame (d) protocols, expressed as average standard deviation of the signal intensity (HU),
plotted as a function of increasing exposure. Tube voltage used for the large phantom was
96 kVp, with tube current varying from 1 to 12 mA, using 6s (c) or 9s (d) exposure time.

2.3.5

Geometric Accuracy

Average distance between centroids of the four steel beads, in the small phantom, was
calculated to be 35.01 ± 0.07 mm compared to the nominal 35 mm spacing (p=0.28). In
the large phantom, the average distance between centroids of the four steel beads, spaced
40 mm apart, was calculated to be 39.98 ± 0.16 mm for the axial geometry (p=0.55). In
the transverse plane, the average distance between the centroids of the tungsten-carbide
beads was found to be 15.01 ± 0.06 mm in the (x-y) plane and 15.07 ± 0.16 mm in the z-
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direction (slice direction), compared to the nominal 15 mm spacing. No statistical
significance was observed between all algorithms in the transverse plane (p=0.07). All
results pass the manufacturer specifications and demonstrate excellent in-plane and outof-plane geometric accuracy, regardless of exposure time, reconstruction algorithm, or
diameter of the image quality phantom.

2.3.6

Effective Dose Estimation

Using PCXMC, the effective dose was calculated to be 14 µSv, and 21 µSv, for the
respective 300, and 450 image projection acquisitions. Alternatively, the effective dose
was calculated to be 45 µSv, and 68 µSv, for the respective 300-, and 450- image
projection acquisitions when using the CTDI absorbed dose, FOV, and an organ specific
weighting coefficient for distal extremities. The latter method was expected to produce a
higher effective dose estimate, since the organ-specific weighting coefficients were
derived from conventional CT.

2.4 Discussion
The Planmed Verity cone-beam CT scanner demonstrates excellent performance,
consistent with manufacturer guidelines, while acquiring image volumes at a low-dose.
Image quality phantoms in this study resembled the average-sized elbow and an averagesized knee. Therefore, the system’s performance was evaluated with objects that mimic
the anatomy encountered in future clinical musculoskeletal imaging studies, in terms of
spatial resolution, noise, uniformity, linearity, geometric accuracy, and effective dose.
Overall, the scanner passed all image quality tests according to the manufacturer’s
guidelines, apart from the uniformity test using the large-sized phantom. This
demonstrates the need for additional beam-hardening correction when scanning structures
with larger diameters.
Over the range of densities analyzed, the scanner demonstrated a highly linear response,
regardless of phantom size or reconstruction algorithm used. The signal-level calibration
of the CBCT system was excellent, with water and peripheral air returning values of 0.48
and -1120 HU in the small phantom, and 0.49 and -975 HU in the large phantom. Upon
further investigation with the large phantom, air inside the linearity plate returned a value
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of -642 HU. Previous researchers observed similar effects with earlier CT scanners; they
attributed increases or decreases in CT number to scanner-dependent beam-hardening
corrections, which are crucial to the magnitude and direction of environmental density
artefacts.24, 55 A similar decrease in signal intensity was observed in the analysis of a
uniform water phantom with CBCT imaging.51 The beam-hardening correction was
applied to large-phantom image volumes that resulted in CT numbers for water,
peripheral air, and internal air, returning intensity values of 0.46 HU, -1000 HU, and -815
HU, respectively. The observed value of -815 was approximately 20% greater than
expected; however, these results are comparable to previous studies demonstrating
inaccuracies in HU signal intensity values for internal air cavities.22 Although there was a
discrepancy between internal and peripheral air intensity values, the scanner maintains a
linear response to materials of increasing linear attenuation coefficients, regardless of
reconstruction algorithm.
Uniformity and noise measurements are dependent on the size of the object; therefore, the
use of small- and large-sized phantoms was necessary to cover possible anatomies that
may be encountered in future studies. Signal uniformity was preserved within 50 HU
with the small-sized phantom; however, image volumes of the large-sized phantom did
not sustain signal uniformity within 50 HU, which was attributed to beam-hardening and
scatter. The average difference in signal uniformity was not impacted by the AINO
algorithm for either phantom used in this study. A cupping effect was detected on the line
profile intensity plot for the large phantom, which significantly contributes to lower
homogeneity of the image.42 Similar results were observed with the analysis of a uniform
water phantom with flat-panel CBCT images.51 Typically, CBCT images have larger
occurrence and magnitude of physics-based artefacts, when compared to conventional
CT.5, 58, 59 Within the beta algorithm, a beam-hardening correction can be applied to
reduce signal intensity differences from 114 HU to 70 HU in the 6s exposure, and from
111 HU to 66 HU in the 9s exposure. Although these measurements do not meet
manufacturer requirements, the beam-hardening correction was able to improve image
uniformity by approximately 40%. The currently installed reconstruction algorithm
produced image noise measurements within manufacturer guidelines, regardless of AINO
algorithm implementation, diameter of phantom, or number of frames obtained. The beta
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reconstruction algorithm passed manufacturer guidelines with the small-sized phantom;
however, the scanner required the AINO algorithm or a beam-hardening correction to
pass manufacturer standards with respect to the large-sized phantom. We have
demonstrated the effects of photon flux on noise at 96 kVp and 90 kVp with clinical scan
exposure settings. Figure 2.12 shows that exposures between 30-50 mAs would optimize
image quality and dose; exposures above 9 mA may not significantly improve the image
quality, in terms of noise. Conventional CT demonstrates less noise and better soft tissue
contrast when compared to CBCT.11, 37 The decrease of soft-tissue contrast resolution in
CBCT is caused in part by scattered radiation, which increases noise and decreases the
contrast-to-noise ratio.1, 2, 50 Overall, previous studies have demonstrated CBCT images
provide diagnostic information not apparent on radiographs and this information is
obtained at a lower radiation dose than conventional CT.17, 31 The AINO algorithm allows
for lower tube current during exposure, reducing image noise by approximately 30% in
all cases, allowing for lower effective doses while maintaining optimal image quality.
Spatial resolution was evaluated quantitatively and qualitatively in both phantoms
through slanted-edge images, or a bar pattern. Using slanted-edge images in the axial
plane, overall limiting spatial resolution (MTF10) with the installed and beta
reconstruction algorithms was 1.42 lp/mm and 1.68 lp/mm, respectively. This result is
consistent with bar pattern analysis, which indicated objects at 1.4 and 1.6 lp/mm could
be resolved for the respective current and beta algorithms. The calculation of the MTF
using the bar pattern is immune to noise and is not influenced by the orientation of the
image.13 In addition, analysis with bar patterns uses simpler tools to obtain the MTF,
when compared to the conventional slanted-edge image analysis. In the transverse plane,
the overall limiting spatial resolution using the current and beta reconstruction algorithms
was 2.00 lp/mm and 1.97 lp/mm, respectively. Discrepancies between axial and
transverse planes were due to excessive noise in the edge response function, which
influences the derivation of the edge response function to the line spread function when
calculating MTF.45, 53 Furthermore, spatial resolution has a directional dependency in the
transverse plane, which may impact measurements when an object is located in the
periphery, such as the slanted-edge in the transverse plane.45 Throughout the study, no
statistical significance was observed between AINO reconstructed images and the
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original reconstruction, which suggests the AINO algorithm does not degrade spatial
resolution. Significant differences were shown between the current and beta
reconstruction algorithms, regardless of the image phantom diameter or application of
AINO algorithm (p<.01). Regardless, the spatial resolution passed manufacturer
standards using qualitative and quantitative analyses. Regarding geometric accuracy,
there were no statistically significant discrepancies, indicating excellent geometric
accuracy in all imaging planes with the peripheral CBCT scanner. Geometric accuracy is
essential for accurate patient-to-image registration using either anatomical landmarks or
fiducial markers.21 These results were comparable to studies analyzing spatial resolution
and geometric accuracy of various CBCT scanners.4, 16, 32 We have demonstrated the beta
reconstruction improves spatial resolution and uniformity, while maintaining linearity
and geometric accuracy, at the cost of increased image noise. The beam-hardening
correction was able to retrospectively enhance image uniformity and reduce image noise,
without affecting linearity, geometric accuracy, and spatial resolution.
The effective dose for the Planmed Verity was calculated to be 14 µSv, and 21 µSv for
the respective 300-, and 450-image projection acquisitions using PCXMC. These results
were comparable to measurements obtained in previous studies that reported an effective
dose of 13 µSv.34, 36 The effective dose estimation based on CTDI absorbed dose, FOV,
and organ specific weighting coefficient for distal extremities, resulted in calculations of
45 µSv, and 68 µSv for the 300 and 450 image projections, respectively. For a CBCT
system, it may not be appropriate to characterize dose with the conventional CTDI
approach, since reconstructed image volumes are reconstructed using multiple
independent 2D projections, rather than contiguous thin slices.18 Previous studies have
demonstrated effective dose calculations that use dose-length product with an organspecific weighting coefficient are inaccurate.7, 9 Although there is a discrepancy between
the two effective dose estimation methods, the results are comparable to approximately
two chest x-rays, where the effective dose may vary from 7 – 50 µSv per view.41 Overall,
the effective dose associated with this scanner for all imaging acquisitions was minimal
compared to 2.2 mSv, the average annual effective dose resulting from background
radiation in Canada.10 The stochastic effects of ionizing radiation arising from diagnostic
imaging has been associated with a cancer risk coefficient of 5.5 x 10-2 Sv-1, thereby a
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scan with an effective dose of 68 µSv has a 3.74 x 10-6 % increase to the stochastic
effects of radiation.57

2.5 Conclusion
To the best of our knowledge, we have performed the first quantitative performance
evaluation with multiple reconstruction algorithms for the Planmed Verity cone-beam
extremity CT scanner, using phantoms that mimic the size of an average knee or elbow.
The system exceeds the manufacturer’s guidelines in terms of resolution, noise,
uniformity, geometric accuracy, and linearity at a smaller diameter, representative of the
upper extremity anatomy. Except for the uniformity test, the system surpassed
manufacturer specifications for resolution, noise, and geometric accuracy with the larger
phantom, which simulated the lower extremity. This result was expected since objects
with larger diameters create longer ray paths for the x-ray photons. This results in an
increased attenuation of the x-ray beam, as well as a decreased photon flux at the
detector. The peripheral CBCT imaging system demonstrates potential for studies of
musculoskeletal treatments and their effects on joint biomechanics since it provides
volumetric upper extremity data as well as weight-bearing 3D volumetric data about the
lower extremity, while providing optimal image quality at a low dose.
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Chapter 3

3

Three-dimensional cone-beam CT reconstruction in a natural
weight-bearing stance using ceiling-mounted x-ray
fluoroscopy

3.1 Introduction
Weight-bearing three-dimensional (3D) images (or cross-sectional slices) for
investigation of various musculoskeletal diseases have become a recent focus in the
medical imaging community. Previous research has demonstrated significant differences
between non-weight-bearing and weight-bearing conditions.9, 38 In the current clinical
setting, weight-bearing radiographs are used to evaluate joint biomechanics of the knee,
ankle, and foot.2, 23 Although radiographs are used extensively in clinical practice, they
are two-dimensional (2D) representations of a three-dimensional (3D) object, which
limits their accuracy when detecting complex fractures, patellofemoral abnormalities, or
post-operative measurements of total knee arthroplasty (TKA) component positioning.8,
20, 50

Recent studies have used clinical computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) scanners to simulate weight-bearing conditions, but do not allow for
standing weight-bearing imaging in a clinical setting, or may overestimate patellofemoral
anomalies for surgical realignment surgery.15, 32, 44 Furthermore, these studies do not
represent the physiological stresses of the joints in a normal weight-bearing situation, and
the setup is impractical for routine clinical exams.
Recent advances in cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) technology have
developed dedicated flat-panel cone-beam CT scanners for musculoskeletal imaging that
enable weight-bearing imaging of a single-leg in an upright position.3, 31, 32, 53 Despite the
commercial availability of dedicated diagnostic CBCT scanners (such as the Planmed
Verity, described in Chapter 2), many hospitals have difficulty accommodating additional
medical imaging equipment due to cost, space, and workflow constraints. A cone-beam
computed tomography (CBCT) system created from an existing ceiling-mounted x-ray
fluoroscopy system with a digital flat-panel detector has excellent potential to be used for
evaluations of static 3D joint positions and orientations of both lower extremities under
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natural weight-bearing conditions. A ceiling-mounted CBCT system with adjustable
trajectories during image acquisition has the potential to provide excellent initial
evaluation of bony anatomical relationships and 3D visualization of bone and joint
morphology within the hip, knee, ankle, foot, and spine. The ceiling-mounted system can
rotate parallel to the floor, enabling multiple weight-bearing positions for bilateral
evaluations of joints in the lower extremity, while producing higher resolution images –
at a lower patient dose – when compared to conventional CT.25, 26, 34, 42 The lower
radiation dose is a result of the CBCT scanner design, which allows for an increased
distance of the x-ray source from the torso, since less scattered radiation can interact with
radiosensitive organs within the torso.48
Gantry rotation for ceiling-mounted systems are subject to geometric imperfections,
where the motion of the x-ray source and detector may deviate significantly from a
perfect circular trajectory. The geometric imperfections include gravity-induced
mechanical flex, bearing irregularities, or vibration that may impact the motion in the
centre of rotation during radiographic image acquisition.7, 13 Failure to adequately correct
for imperfections will result in mis-registration, loss of detail, and image artefacts.22
Previous authors have utilized image-based calibration objects to characterize gantry
motion, either concurrently or prospectively.4, 13, 52 In these studies, image data was
analyzed to generate a full 3D transformation matrix, which includes intrinsic, rotation,
and translation matrices. Image-based corrections were established using previously
described methods that applied angle-dependent shift corrections that resolve
imperfections in two directions.13 For the image-based correction, there are three
underlying assumptions to be made: (1) deviations from a perfect trajectory are small, (2)
long-term reproducibility of gantry motion during rotation is acceptable, and (3)
imperfections during gantry rotation are either parallel to the axis of rotation, or
tangential to the circle of rotation and perpendicular to the line joining the x-ray source
and the detector.13 The latter described motion (3) will only produce insignificant
changes to magnification; therefore, it will be ignored, as have other investigators in the
past.6, 13 These assumptions allow perspective geometric calibration to generate a set of
angle-dependent image shifts, which can be applied either prior to image reconstruction,
or during backprojection using cone-beam backprojection reconstruction algorithms.13
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In this paper, we characterize and correct for imperfections in gantry motion for resultant
CBCT reconstructions generated from a clinical ceiling-mounted x-ray fluoroscopy
imaging system with the capability for integrated radiography, dynamic radiographic
imaging, and weight-bearing volumetric images. The proposed approach will permit
CBCT reconstructions of the hip, knee, ankle, foot, and spine in a natural weight-bearing
stance. In addition to CBCT image reconstructions, it will facilitate 2D to 3D image coregistration for dynamic radiographic kinematic analysis. The performance of the flatpanel x-ray detector was also characterized and reported. We presented a quantitative and
qualitative assessment of image quality with CBCT reconstructed image volumes with
image-based corrections applied. The image quality phantom described in Chapter 2 was
used to assess basic imaging parameters such as spatial resolution, linearity, geometric
accuracy, uniformity, and image noise. In addition, we generated volumetric
reconstructions of a frozen cadaveric knee specimen and a calibration object to
demonstrate the clinical significance of this system. Overall, we have presented detailed
methodology for characterization of gantry motion, projection image acquisition, and
optimization of CBCT reconstructions from a commercially available ceiling-mounted
x-ray fluoroscopy system.

3.2 Methods
3.2.1

Data Acquisition

Image acquisitions were performed using a ceiling-mounted single-plane x-ray
fluoroscopy system, shown in Figure 3.1 (Adora RF, Nordisk Røntgen Teknik A/S,
Denmark), equipped with a flat-panel detector (CXDI-50RF, Canon) that has a 2688 x
2208 image matrix over a nominal 43 x 35 cm field of view. The flat-panel detector
produces a rectilinear detector matrix with pixel sizes of 160 µm and 320 µm for the 1 x
1 and 2 x 2 binning modes, respectively. The nominal x-ray source-to-detector distance,
d, was set to 120 cm, with a resulting half-fan angle of at most 9.6°.13 A commercial laser
measuring device (Bosch GLM 10, USA) was attached to the x-ray tube housing on the
focal spot marker to verify the SDD stability of the ceiling-mounted gantry during
rotation. For data acquisition, the initial position of the x-ray fluoroscopy system was set
with an automated positioning feature that saves any source-detector orientation into
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memory. Reproducibility of the automated positioning feature was determined with
geometric projection matrices to have a 400 µm standard deviation. Therefore, imagebased geometric calibrations were acquired prior to image projection data acquisitions.
Images were acquired using the cine-radiographic mode at 15 frames/s during gantry
rotation, with speeds up to 14° per second. Consequently, images can be obtained in ~1º
intervals around the object over the full angular range of 540°. During rotation of the
ceiling-mounted gantry, a total of 576 projections can be acquired in approximately 40s.
Each x-ray exposure triggers a custom-designed x-ray detector that encodes the angular
position of the gantry based on values from a potentiometer located in the gantry’s
rotation motor. All images were corrected for pixel-to-pixel sensitivity variation before
reconstruction, through the application of a bright-field image. Projection images of the
image quality phantom were acquired at approximately 0.681° per projection using 120
kVp tube voltage, 100-200 mA tube current, and 1 ms exposure time, resulting in 0.1-0.2
mAs per exposure (31 mAs- 62 mAs, n = 300). The frozen cadaveric specimen,
containing fifty-four, 0.8mm diameter zirconium dioxide beads (n = 54) implanted into
the cruciate and collateral ligaments, was scanned in an upright position at approximately
0.933° per projection using 85 kVp tube voltage, 250 mA tube current, and 1 ms
exposure time, resulting in 0.25 mAs per exposure (100 mAs, n = 400). All projection
images were acquired using the 2 x 2 binning mode, resulting in a 1344 x 1104 matrix
with 320 µm pixel size.
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Figure 3.1: Ceiling-mounted x-ray fluoroscopy system setup for an upright acquisition of
an image quality phantom.

3.2.2

Flat-panel detector linearity

The flat-panel x-ray detector linearity was evaluated with subsequent exposures of copper
sheets with increasing thickness. A total of twenty images (n=20) were obtained, where
copper sheets between 0.16 mm and 0.26 mm added in succession between each
exposure. Using SPEKTR,39 an x-ray spectrum was generated using the kVp, inherent
filtration, and added filtration to define the x-ray spectrum characteristics for each copper
sheet added. A one-phase decay non-linear regression was used to evaluate the
relationship between the measured analog-to-digital units (ADUs), measured bright-field
corrected ADUs, copper thickness, and estimated x-ray photon fluence using GraphPad
Prism 6.0 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA).

3.2.3

Ceiling-mounted gantry motion characterization

A commercially available 3D printer (Dremel® Idea Builder, USA) was used to print a
custom-designed calibration object, shown in Figure 3.2, using fused deposition printing
in polylactic acid (PLA) plastic. The 3D printed calibration cube was designed to be
mechanically stable, well-conditioned, and radiolucent to easily identify beads
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throughout all projection images. The 3D printed calibration cube contains nine 0.8 mm
diameter tantalum marker beads that were placed with a nominal bead spacing of 130 mm
to minimize possible overlap of beads in projection images. Marker bead spacing was
verified to be 129.56 ± 0.34 mm in a dedicated radiostereometric analysis (RSA) lab. Due
to the high number of projections and marker beads, radio-opaque marker beads were
tracked using open-source software (XMALab 1.5.0, Brown University, USA) to obtain
their 2D coordinates from each projection image.24 Initial marker bead detection is
performed by clicking near each bead to generate a region of interest (ROI). The software
analyzes, optimizes the ROI, and determines the marker position as the centre of the
circle closest to the clicked position. For automatic marker bead tracking over time,
XMALab uses template matching combined with a penalty score based on the distance to
the predicted position of the marker.24 Afterwards, optimization of marker detection was
required to improve sub-pixel accuracy of marker positions by fitting a polynomial with
Gaussian weight to the image intensity.24, 40

Figure 3.2: Image of the 3D-printed calibration phantom (left) with a sample x-ray
projection image (right) showing the locations of each marker bead at each vertex were
used to characterize gantry motion.
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The 3D printed calibration cube was used to define the 2D-3D relationship between 2D
pixels (U, V) on a radiographic image and the 3D voxel (X, Y, Z) in the reconstructed
image, as shown in Figure 3.3. The ceiling-mounted gantry rotates in the direction of β
about an effective isocentre. The intrinsic system parameters can be described by (U, V,
W), where U and V indicate pixels within the rectilinear matrix, and w describes the
location piercing point (U0, V0, W0) on the detector. These intrinsic parameters are
assumed to be constant throughout an image acquisition since this coordinate system
travels within the detector during rotation. Extrinsic parameters are described by (X, Y,
Z), where (X0, Y0) define the mean centre of rotation, and Z0 is the mean axis of rotation
for the system.13 Three types of deviations from the perfect orbital trajectory that may
occur during rotation include: (1) τ(β) are displacements of the Z-axis perpendicular
from the W-axis on the detector, resulting in deviations of u on the detector, (2) ξ(β) are
deviations of the Z-axis parallel to axis of rotation, resulting in deviations of v on the
detector, and (3) ρ(β) characterizes motion of the piercing point (U0, V0, W0) parallel to
the Y-axis. The third type of motion only results in small changes in magnification, so it
was neglected as have other researchers in the past.6, 13 The geometry of the ceilingmounted x-ray fluoroscopy system was characterized using a single marker bead, as well
as geometric projection matrices. Image quality phantom projection data was
reconstructed using a cone-beam convolution-backprojection algorithm similar to that
proposed by Feldkamp,14 but implementing a correction for the minimum scan trajectory
(projections were acquired over Π+fan angle (~220°) degrees, rather than over 360°).
The frozen cadaveric knee specimen was reconstructed using a full orbital trajectory with
the same cone-beam convolution-backprojection algorithm. The appearance of zirconium
dioxide beads and their resultant artefacts were reduced using a custom forward
projection program that creates a mask of the bead locations in the projection images
prior to backprojection. Reconstructed image volumes (27 cm length, 32 cm diameter)
have isotropic voxels with dimensions of 0.25 mm per side, and a total volume of
0.016 mm3 per voxel.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram of the acquisition geometry depicting a point projection
of an object located in 3D (X, Y, Z) onto a 2D detector (U, V).
Reproducibility of imperfections during ceiling-mounted gantry motion, over a year, was
characterized with five projection-image acquisitions of the 3D printed calibration cube
placed near the centre of rotation to minimize motion in the x-direction and was not
moved between image acquisitions. In each projection image, the origin of the world
coordinate system can be inferred from averaged U,V coordinates of the eight
diametrically opposed vertices in the 3D printed calibration cube.7 The averaged U,V
coordinates represent a sinusoidal curve near the centre of rotation; therefore, we fit this
data as a function of image projection number to the equation: 𝑈 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 sin(𝛽 + 𝑐).13
One set of images was acquired with a single high-contrast bead placed within the 3D
printed calibration cube to determine if any discrepancies exist between the results of the
sinusoidal fit of a single marker bead versus an averaged synthetic marker. The following
assumptions were made for the prospective calibration: (1) rotation only occurs in the Zaxis, (2) motion on the Y-axis can be neglected, and (3) intrinsic parameters are
consistent throughout a rotation. The residuals resulting from the best-fit sinusoid provide
direct estimates of deviations from the perfect circular orbit, and were used to apply
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corrections to images before backprojection. In addition, the prospective geometric
matrices were generated using the 3D coordinates of the 9 beads and their respective 2D
coordinates to characterize gantry motion during rotation within a day.30 Extrinsic
projection matrices were computed after fixing the intrinsic parameters to the average for
that day.

3.2.4

Effective Dose Estimation

Dose simulations were performed using a commercial Monte Carlo simulation program
for calculating patient dose in medical x-ray examinations (PCXMC2.0, STUK,
Finland).47 This software has been used in previous studies to estimate effective dose to
patients.5, 47 Tube voltage and current remained constant for each projection image; these
values were used as inputs to PCXMC. Therefore, the tube voltage and current inputs for
the image quality phantom and cadaveric knee specimen were 120 kVp at 0.2 mAs, and
85 kVp at 0.25 mAs, respectively. The x-ray spectrum in PCXMC was set to match the
12° anode angle, as well as the inherent and added filtration (3.05 mm Al, 2.0 mm Al).

3.2.5

Image Quality Assessment

Quality of image volumes was evaluated using a large custom-designed phantom
containing modular acrylic plates designed to test individual imaging parameters, as
described in Chapter 2.36 The diameter (154 mm) and length (305 mm) of the large
phantom was representative of the average diameter and length of a single knee within
the field-of-view (FOV). The image quality phantom was placed in an upright position
and levelled using an external bubble level. The phantom was used to analyze parameters
of image quality, including: spatial resolution, linearity, uniformity, noise, and geometric
accuracy. Image volumes were reconstructed from 320 projection images at 0.32 mm
isotropic resolution using a cone-beam convolution-backprojection algorithm. The
resulting reconstructed 3D images volumes (32 cm width, 27 cm height) were rescaled in
Hounsfield units (HU). Image analysis was performed using MicroView image analysis
software (Version 2.5.0-3943, Parallax Innovations, London ON), and custom processing
software to calculate spatial resolution with slanted-edge images.12
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3.2.5.1

Spatial Resolution

The image quality phantom evaluated spatial resolution of reconstructed image volumes
using 5° slanted-edge images to evaluate the resolution of the image volumes with
custom software based on previously described methods.12, 36 The image quality phantom
contains two orthogonal plates with slanted-edge images to evaluate the slice (Z) (Figure
3.4b) and transverse (X-Y) (Figure 3.7d) modulation transfer functions (MTF). Ten axial
slices from the reconstructed image volume (n = 10 slices) were averaged to reduce
noise. Limiting spatial resolution was determined at the point where spatial frequency
reaches 10% (referred to as MTF10). Spatial resolution was also assessed with bar
patterns (made with alternating sheets of aluminum and Mylar sheets with spacing
varying from 0.4 to 2.0 lp/mm). The bar pattern, shown in Figure 3.4d, quantitatively
and qualitatively estimated the MTF by analyzing the standard deviation in four ROIs
(1.5 x 1.5 x 1.5 mm3), followed by a correction with the standard deviation from an area
with uniform intensity placed over the bar patterns.11 Calculation of the maximum
modulation between materials in the ROI, defined as M0 =

|CT𝐴𝑙 −CT𝑀𝑦𝑙𝑎𝑟 |
2

, where the

averaged CT numbers, from the FOV, for aluminum and Mylar were used.10
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Figure 3.4: Reconstructed slice from the image quality phantom depicting (a)
uncorrected and (b) corrected slanted-edge image, showing a 5° from the central axis, and
an (c) uncorrected and (d) corrected bar pattern plate, created with alternating aluminum
and Mylar sheets.

3.2.5.2

Linearity

The system’s linearity was quantified using a modular plate containing known
concentrations of bone-mineral densities (ranging from 110 – 1100 mg cm-3) and iodine
concentrations (ranging from 0 – 15 mg ml-1).36 In Figure 3.5b, reconstructed image
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slices within these plates were used to calculate the average CT number within a
2 x 2 x 2 mm3 ROI in the centre of each vial. The relationship between linear attenuation
coefficients and signal intensity was determined with linear regression analysis using
GraphPad Prism 6.0.

Figure 3.5: Reconstructed (a) uncorrected and (b) corrected linearity slice containing
various bone mineral densities representing materials encountered in musculoskeletal
imaging, measured in mg hydroxyapatite cm-3.

3.2.5.3

Noise

Image noise was assessed as the standard deviation in the central slice of the
reconstructed volume inside a uniform ROI (10 x 10 x 0.32 mm3), using ROIs shown in
Figure 3.6c. The relationship between image noise and exposure was measured as a
function of photon flux and x-ray exposure that can be fitted with non-linear regression to
the equation, σ2 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐴 × 𝐸 −1 + σ2 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 , where σtotal is measured noise in HU, E is
exposure in mAs, and A and σ2system are constant terms, where σ2system is the inherent
system noise.36 Non-linear fitting was performed using the Levenberg-Marquardt
technique (GraphPad Prism 6.0).
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Figure 3.6: (a) Uncorrected and (b) corrected reconstructed slice through an area of
uniform density. (c) ROIs used to assess noise (red only) and uniformity (red & yellow).
(d) The location of line profile used to analyze variation of CT numbers across the fieldof-view (FOV).

3.2.5.4

Uniformity

Uniformity was measured within uniform areas of the reconstructed volume using
averaged CT number in four ROIs around the periphery and one ROI in the centre of the
reconstructed image quality phantom, shown Figure 3.6c. The peripheral ROIs were each
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subtracted from the central ROI to determine the system’s uniformity. In addition, a line
profile was plotted across the central slice to qualitatively assess uniformity, shown in
Figure 3.6d.

3.2.5.5

Geometric Accuracy

Geometric accuracy was assessed using test plates containing metal beads spaced at a
known distance. The image quality phantom can assess geometric accuracy in the axial
and transverse directions. Axial geometric accuracy was assessed with four outer beads
spaced 40 ± 0.025 mm with an additional bead in the centre. In the transverse direction, a
modular plate containing thirty 280 µm diameter tungsten-carbide beads (spaced 15 mm
apart) were used to evaluate the geometric accuracy. The centroids of each bead (using
seeded region growing to automatically extract the beads),35 were used to estimate the
distance between neighbouring beads. Image slices used to determine geometric accuracy
from both phantoms are demonstrated in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Reconstructed (a) uncorrected and (b) corrected slices from image quality
phantom with five steel beads in axial plane. (c) uncorrected and (d) corrected slices in
X-Y direction with thirty tungsten-carbide beads spaced 15 mm in all directions.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1

Flat-panel detector linearity

Figures 3.8a and 3.8b shows the relationship between estimated x-ray photon fluence
and increasing copper thickness, as well as the relationship between measured signal
intensity and copper thickness, respectively. Figure 3.8c illustrates the relationship
between estimated x-ray photon fluence and measured signal intensity. Although an
unexpected result, this graph demonstrates an exponential response to subsequently
−6 𝑋

increasing x-ray photon fluence. The equation (𝑌 = −34335 ∗ 𝑒 −1.824∗10

+ 31185)

was inversed, then applied to all projection images to linearize the detector response to xray photon fluence before application of a bright-field image. Figure 3.8d shows the
detector’s linearity response with log-corrected images after application of the previously
described equation.
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Figure 3.8: Various plots with non-linear best-fit lines illustrating the relationships
between (a) x-ray photon fluence and total copper sheet thickness, (b) signal intensity and
total copper sheet thickness, (c) signal intensity and x-ray photon fluence, and (d) brightfield corrected signal intensity and x-ray photon fluence.

3.3.2

Ceiling-mounted Gantry Rotation Reproducibility

Figure 3.9a demonstrates the position of the averaged centroid from the 3D-printed
calibration cube, in terms of u, along with the best-fit sinusoid determined using linearleast-squares algorithm. Any deviations from a perfect trajectory remain after subtraction
of the best-fit sinusoid are shown in Figure 3.9b. A paired t-test determined no
significant differences between the residuals derived from the line of best-fit using either
a single high-contrast marker or averaged U-coordinates from the vertices of the 3Dprinted calibrations object (p=0.27).
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Figure 3.9: (a) Comparison of centroid trajectory of a single high-contrast marker bead
versus the averaged U coordinates of the eight diametrically opposed vertices of the 3D
printed calibration cube, where the thick line indicates the best-fit sinusoid. (b) The
resulting residual plot from a sinusoidal fit is plotted as a function of angle, calculated by
subtracting the measured centroid location from the best-fit line.
Figure 3.10a demonstrates the position of the averaged centroid from the 3D-printed
calibration object, in terms of u, along with the best-fit sinusoid determined using linearleast-squares algorithm. Any deviations from a perfect trajectory remain after subtraction
of the best-fit sinusoid are shown in Figure 3.10b. Over five data acquisitions, the gantry
motion was highly reproducible, generating a standard deviation of 0.58 pixels (0.19 mm)
and a maximum deviation of 10.3 pixels (3.3 mm) from the best-fit line.

Figure 3.10: (a) Comparison five acquisitions of centroid trajectory of the averaged U
coordinates of the eight diametrically opposed vertices of the 3D printed calibration cube,
where the thick line indicates the best-fit sinusoid. (b) The resulting residual plot.
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Figure 3.11a demonstrates the position of the centroid, in terms of v (representative of
vertical motion of the gantry), along with the best-fit sinusoid determined using linearleast-squares algorithm. The gantry motion was highly reproducible, with a standard
deviation of 0.29 pixels (0.09 mm) and a maximum deviation of 0.56 pixels (0.18 mm)
from the line of best-fit. Residuals from the best-fit line for U and V are shown in Figure
3.11b.

Figure 3.11: (a) Comparison five acquisitions of centroid trajectory of the averaged V
coordinates of the eight diametrically opposed vertices of the 3D printed calibration cube,
where the thick line indicates the best-fit sinusoid. (b) The resulting residual plot from a
sinusoidal fit are plotted as a function of angle, determined by subtracting the measured
centroid location from the best-fit line.
Figure 3.12a and 3.12b demonstrate the reproducibility of the centroid residuals
throughout a year, in terms of τ and ξ. The gantry motion was highly reproducible, with a
standard deviation of 2.47 pixels (0.79 mm), and 0.2 pixels (0.06 mm), respectively.
Overall, the ceiling-mounted gantry displays significant, but exceptionally reproducible
imperfections for trajectory of gantry motion during image acquisitions within a day, as
well as over a year. Reproducibility was characterized by the standard deviation across
five scans within a day, where parameters with larger imperfections also displayed larger
standard deviations (e.g. ~10 pixels for u, and < 0.56 pixels for v). The largest deviations
from a perfect circular trajectory appear in the first 100 images, due to vibrations from
sudden acceleration of the gantry from 0° to 10° per second. In Figure 3.12b, the sudden
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shift in v indicates a reproducible mechanical instability, which manifests as a change in
vertical position of the gantry as it rotates.

Figure 3.12: Average deviations in (a) τ and (b) ξ as a function of angle, acquired at
intervals over a year.

3.3.3

Geometric Projection Matrices Reproducibility

Table 3.1: Geometric projection matrices calculated using the calibration algorithm
within a day, summarizing magnitude and reproducibility of geometric imperfections.
Geometric imperfections were reported as the maximum deviation from the average
value during rotation. Geometric reproducibility was defined as the average standard
deviation across multiple acquisitions within a day.

Description

Symbol

Piercing Point

uo
vo

Geometric imperfection
(maximum deviation
from mean value)
30.18 mm
6.28 mm

Source-to-Detector
Distance

SDD

23.06 mm

0.70 mm

Tx
Ty
Tz
Rx
Ry
Rz

8.76 mm
0.08 mm
9.18 mm
154.9°
2.7°
154.9°

0.13 mm
0.05 mm
0.13 mm
8.1°
0.12°
8.1°

Extrinsic
Translation Matrix
Extrinsic
Rotation Matrix

Geometric reproducibility
(standard deviation
across multiple acquisitions)
0.86 mm
0.64 mm
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Figure 3.13 demonstrates the reproducibility of extrinsic geometric projection
parameters, plotted as the difference from the mean value during the ceiling-mounted
gantry orbit. The ceiling-mounted gantry displays significant, but exceptionally
reproducible imperfections for geometric calibration parameters during data acquisitions
within a day. Maximum deviations and reproducibility of a perfect orbital trajectory
during gantry rotation are summarized in Table 3.1. Intrinsic geometric calibration
parameters, describing location of the piercing point (u0, v0) and SDD, indicate maximum
deviations from means were 30.18 mm, 6.28 mm, and 23.06 mm, respectively. Extrinsic
geometric translations relative to the geometric calibration object, demonstrated
deviations up to 8.76 mm, 0.08 mm, and 9.18 mm for the X-, Y-, and Z-planes,
respectively. Extrinsic rotational geometric parameters demonstrated deviations up to
154.9°, 2.7°, and 154.9° for the X-, Y-, and Z-planes, respectively. Due to the large
variations within the intrinsic parameters, all computed prospective geometric matrices
were deemed unreliable and not used for image-based corrections in this paper.
Furthermore, the laser measuring device, described in Section 3.2.1, showed SDD
deviations up to 1 mm throughout gantry rotation during a data acquisition. Overall,
geometric calibration of the ceiling-mounted gantry exceptionally reproducible within a
single day, as characterized by the standard deviation across five scans.

Figure 3.13: Reproducibility of prospective geometric parameters that include: (a) the
location of the piercing point (U0, V0) and source-to-detector distance (SDD), (b)
extrinsic translations (Tx, Ty, Tz), and (c) extrinsic rotations (Rx, Ry, Rz). Parameters are
plotted as a difference from their average value during gantry rotation.
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3.3.4

Spatial Resolution

Analysis of slanted-edge images determined the limiting spatial resolution of 1.88 lp/mm
and 1.99 lp/mm in the axial and transverse planes, respectively. The system was able to
resolve bar patterns up to 2.0 lp/mm. Figure 3.14 displays MTF profiles obtained from
analysis of slanted-edge images and bar patterns.

Figure 3.14: Evaluation of modulation transfer function of reconstructed image volumes
using bar patterns in the axial direction, as well as slanted-edge images in the axial and
X-Y planes.
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3.3.5

Linearity

Figure 3.15 contains a plot of the measured CT number (HU) as a function of bonemineral density. The equation, S = 1.157 (HU ml mg-1) · C + 84.2 (HU), produced by
linear regression revealed a highly linear response from the system, where the signal
intensity (S) is a function of increasing iodine concentration (C) in ml mg-1 (R2=0.9859).
Over the tested range of linear attenuation coefficients, the system demonstrates a high
degree of linearity (p < .01) in response to signal intensities that will be encountered in
clinical musculoskeletal imaging.

Figure 3.15: Results of linear regression from analysis of bone mineral densities
analyzed in the reconstructed linearity plate of the image quality phantom.

3.3.6

Noise

Figure 3.16 demonstrates the relationship between exposure and image noise in
reconstructed image volumes, plotted with a best-fit line derived from the equation
described in Section 3.2.5.3.
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Figure 3.16: Measured noise from resulting image reconstructions, expressed as standard
deviation within a uniform ROI, plotted as a function of increasing radiation exposure.

3.3.7

Uniformity

Table 3.2: CT numbers (HU) and standard deviation (HU), measured in one central and
four peripheral ROIs for reconstructed image volumes at the central slice. Average
difference and average measured standard deviation (±SD) were calculated.
Centre
Left
Top
Right
Bottom
Average difference from
the centre
Average SD

CT #
7
21
51
52
29
-30.9 ± 15.7
109.4 ± 8.0

SD
120
101
103
108
115
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Figure 3.17 shows a line profile plotted across the central slice of a reconstructed image
volume. Signal intensities within the central region of the slice demonstrated a uniform
response with regards to CT number and image noise. Table 3.2 contains the measured
values used to quantify the system’s uniformity from a reconstructed axial slice (120kVp,
51.2 mAs).

Figure 3.17: Radial signal profile plotted across the central slice of a reconstructed image
volume. (120 kVp, 64 mAs)

3.3.8

Geometric Accuracy

Average distance between centroids of the four beads, in the axial direction, was
calculated to be 39.87 ± 0.30 mm compared to the nominal 40 mm spacing (p=0.45). In
the transverse plane, the average distance between the centroids of the tungsten-carbide
beads was found to be 15.01 ± 0.10 mm (p=0.06) in the (X-Y) plane and 15.01 ± 0.09
mm (p=0.42) in the z-direction (slice direction). These results demonstrate excellent inplane and out-of-plane geometric accuracy for image volumes reconstructed using the
ceiling-mounted x-ray radiographic system.
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3.3.9

3D Printed Calibration Cube

Figure 3.18 shows various reconstructed axial slices of the 3D printed calibration cube,
illustrating the difference between uncorrected and corrected projection images.

Figure 3.18: Reconstructed axial slices taken from the top, middle, and bottom of
uncorrected (a-c) and corrected (d-f) image volumes, respectively.
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3.3.10

Cadaveric Specimen

Figure 3.19 shows various reconstructed views in the axial, coronal, and sagittal planes,
where the differences between uncorrected, residual-corrected, and artefact-corrected
reconstructed image volumes are demonstrated.

Figure 3.19: Projection views of the frozen cadaveric knee in the axial, coronal, and
sagittal planes. The uncorrected (a-c), residual-corrected (d-f), and artefact-corrected (g-i)
reconstructed image volumes.
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3.3.11

Effective Dose Estimation

Based on ICRP 103 weighting coefficients, the effective dose was calculated to be 20 –
40 µSv for a single weight-bearing ceiling-mounted CBCT scan of both lower extremities
using 300 - 576 projection images for volumetric reconstructions (120 kVp, 0.2 mAs per
projection). The effective dose for the frozen cadaveric specimen was 14 µSv for single
leg while in an upright position using 400 images used in the reconstruction (85 kVp,
0.25 mAs per projection).

3.4 Discussion
We have demonstrated the quantitative and qualitative imaging performance of CBCT
reconstructions of the lower extremities resulting from the ceiling-mounted x-ray
fluoroscopy imaging system with the capability for integrated weight-bearing
radiography and dynamic kinematic imaging. The imaging system can produce accurate
weight-bearing CBCT reconstructions with corrections for highly reproducible
mechanical imperfections in gantry motion throughout a day. The imperfections in gantry
motion were exceptionally reproducible, which allowed for prospective image-based
calibration to correct images prior to backprojection.13 Although perturbations in gantry
motion were highly reproducible within two months, the auto-positioning feature slightly
varies the initial position of the source and detector between automatic positions scans;
therefore, geometric calibration is required prior to CBCT data acquisition with the
ceiling-mounted x-ray fluoroscopy system. The ceiling-mounted x-ray fluoroscopy
imaging system can acquire image volumes with a larger FOV (32 cm x 27 cm vs. 16 cm
x 13 cm) when compared to current commercially available weight-bearing CBCT
scanners. Flexible, yet highly reproducible, trajectories allow for the capability to obtain
3D volumetric images of the hip, knee, ankle, foot, and spine while in a normal weightbearing stance. In addition to CBCT image volumes, this system can acquire dynamic 2D
radiographic images, facilitating 2D to 3D co-registration.
Image quality of reconstructed image volumes are dependent on the accuracy of data
from each angular position around the centre of rotation, which must be substantially
better than the expected spatial resolution of the final volumetric image.13 Although the
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ceiling-mounted x-ray fluoroscopy system displays geometric imperfections (maximum
side-to-side deviation of 10.3 pixels or 3.3 mm), we have proven these are remarkably
reproducible, allowing accurate image-based corrections on a calibration acquired prior
to image projection acquisition. Currently, there are two existing approaches for the
characterization of gantry motion during CBCT projection image acquisitions, which are
either: (1) assume an effective centre of rotation for an equatorial orbit using a single
marker bead located near the centre of rotation, or (2) prospective geometric projection
matrices to correct for geometric imperfections determined from a minimum of six
marker beads, on a view-by-view basis. Respectively, these approaches can be classified
as either (1) first-order corrections that account for in-plane variations from the ideal
orbital trajectory, or (2) second-order corrections that resolve out-of-plane deviations that
may occur.7 In our study, we implemented a simplified approach (1) that uses the
averaged U, V centroid from the eight vertices in the 3D printed calibration cube to
determine in-plane image-based corrections for imperfections in gantry motion, based on
a sinusoidal fit of the isocentre.7, 13 The techniques allows for simple first-order
approximations for displacements from sinusoidal fit, in τ(β) and ξ(β) (U and V), to be
applied as image-based corrections. During initialization of gantry motion, the largest
imperfections were observed due to sudden acceleration from the starting position.
Standard deviation of 2.47 pixels (0.79 mm) and 0.20 pixels (0.06 mm) for the respective
U and V coordinates for various image acquisitions within a year confirms the
exceptional reproducibility of the gantry rotation, which was comparable to previous
studies.13 A limitation of our study is the 38s acquisition time required to complete one
projection image acquisition with the ceiling-mounted x-ray fluoroscopy system.
Previous researchers have developed numerous motion compensation techniques that
account and correct for involuntary motion during projection image acquisition.1, 5, 43
These studies successfully implemented a motion compensation corrections across a
range of motion amplitudes, from sub-mm to centimetre drifts.43 Overall, imperfections
of the ceiling-mounted gantry rotation were remarkably reproducible over a year,
allowing for the use of calibrations previously acquired for image-based corrections.
The second approach, computation of prospective geometric projection matrices, utilizes
a minimum of six marker beads to define prospective intrinsic and extrinsic geometric
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matrices to describe the relationship between 2D pixels (U, V) on a radiographic image
and the 3D voxel (X, Y, Z) in the reconstructed image.5, 13, 30, 41, 45 Intrinsic parameters
include pixel size (ΔU, ΔV), source-to-detector distance (SDD), and location of the
piercing point on the detector (U0, V0); whereas the extrinsic parameters describe
rotations and translations of the ceiling-mounted gantry relative to the origin of the
geometric calibration object. In our study, this approach yielded unrealistic values for
intrinsic geometric parameters that fluctuated simultaneously throughout each image
acquisition, as other researchers have observed in the past.51 Consistent with our
approach, intrinsic geometric matrices were averaged and fixed to remain constant, then
used to generate the extrinsic projection matrices. The extrinsic translation and rotation
matrices were highly reproducible throughout a day, yet vary over time due to small
variations in the initial orientation of the source and detector, caused by the autopositioning feature. The extrinsic rotations in the X- and Z-planes exhibited significant
deviations from the average value at two points approximately 180° apart, which indicate
that the 3D printed calibration cube may not be well-conditioned for those calibration
positions. Other researchers have recommended approximately five times the number of
samples to achieve higher accuracy of geometric calibration.18 According to Li et al.,30 a
minimum of 5.5 (6) point correspondences are required to solve for the prospective
calibration matrices, and point correspondence data may be inaccurate due to digitization
and image noise. Implementation of prospective geometric calibration is computationally
intensive, and does not allow use of standard cone-beam backprojection algorithms.13
With our approach, we have successfully demonstrated various image quality parameters
within a reconstructed image volume, in terms of linearity, spatial resolution, uniformity,
noise, and geometric accuracy. Additionally, we have successfully reconstructed a single
frozen cadaveric knee specimen in an upright position. Previous work has performed a
quantitative analysis CBCT reconstructed image volumes from an O-arm using the same
image quality phantom.36 Reconstructed image volumes exhibited a highly linear
response over the ranges of densities analyzed, representing the linear attenuation
coefficients of cortical bone, cartilage, muscle, and other soft tissues that will be
encountered in future studies. The spatial resolution of reconstructed image volumes from
the ceiling-mounted gantry surpassed the O-arm in both axial and transverse planes;36
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however, spatial resolution differed slightly between axial and transverse plane
measurements. This may have been caused by excessive noise in the edge-response
function, which influences the derivation of the edge response function to the line spread
function when calculating MTF.46 High spatial resolution is important for the detection of
subtle fractures that do not present on radiographs, and for the visualization of the
trabecular architecture of subchondral bone.37 Geometric accuracy within reconstructed
image volumes was excellent, indicating reliable and accurate measurements for
application to patient-to-image registrations.16 In clinical practice, extremity CBCT
scanners have been successfully used in evaluations of joint arthrography, bone healing,
fracture detection, and joint alignment.19, 21, 27, 29 Uniformity and noise measurements are
dependent on the diameter of the object within the FOV. In our study, reconstructed
images volumes displayed a cupping effect on the line profile across the central slice,
indicating the occurrence of beam-hardening. The detector used in this study produces
images with a 12 bit depth (i.e. 4096 grey levels), but displays non-linear (but
correctable) response over all exposures used in the study due to limited dynamic range.
In order to reduce noise without increasing radiation dose, enhancement of detector
quantum efficiency is essential.28
The effective dose was estimated using a commercial Monte Carlo simulation program
for calculating patient dose in medical x-ray examinations. The effective dose was
estimated to be 20 µSv per CBCT acquisition reconstructed using 300 projection images
(120 kVp, 60 mAs). For the frozen cadaveric specimen, the effective dose was estimated
to be 14 µSv while in an upright position reconstructed with 400 projection images (85
kVp, 80mAs) using a full orbital trajectory. The resulting effective dose is comparable to
current commercially available weight-bearing CBCT scanners,25, 26, 31 and is equivalent
to approximately two chest x-rays per projection image acquisition.33 The stochastic
effects of ionizing radiation arising from diagnostic imaging has been associated with a
cancer risk coefficient of 5.5 x 10-2 Sv-1, thereby a scan from this ceiling-mounted x-ray
fluoroscopy system carries a 1.1 x 10-6 % increase to the stochastic effects of radiation
over a lifetime.49 The effective dose associated with CBCT acquisitions from a ceilingmounted x-ray fluoroscopy system is minimal compared to 2.2 mSv, comprising of less
than 1% of the average annual total effective dose from background radiation for
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Canadian residents.17 This ceiling-mounted x-ray fluoroscopy system demonstrates
potential for weight-bearing imaging of the lower extremity in biomechanically relevant
positions to assess the effects of various musculoskeletal treatments, while generating a
lower dose when compared to conventional CT.

3.5 Conclusion
We have demonstrated for the first time that a ceiling-mounted single-plane x-ray
fluoroscopy system can generate accurate CBCT reconstructions using image-based
corrections for highly reproducible imperfections in gantry motion. Implementation of a
simple image-shift correction protocol allows the implementation of standard cone-beam
reconstruction algorithms to produce accurate 3D reconstructions. Deviations from the
perfect orbital trajectory were highly reproducible within a day and over a year,
characterized from a sinusoidal fit of a synthetic point at the centre of the projection
image, as well as extrinsic geometric projection matrices. An image-quality phantom
assessed image quality parameters of reconstructed image volumes in terms of spatial
resolution, linearity, geometric accuracy, image noise, and uniformity. The successful
reconstruction of an upright cadaveric knee specimen demonstrates the significant
clinical potential of this system. The ceiling-mounted x-ray fluoroscopy system allows
for a larger FOV compared to currently available CBCT scanners. Future studies will
include: image acquisition with an offset detector to increase the FOV, 2D to 3D coregistration for kinematic analysis of the knee during gait, and simultaneous weightbearing acquisitions of both lower extremities.
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Chapter 4

4

Conclusions and Future Directions

4.1 Summary of Results
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) has become the gold standard for treatment of end-stage
osteoarthritis (OA) and has seen substantial increases for implementation of this
technique. Although TKA is a highly successful, safe, and cost-effective method for
treating end-stage OA, many patients continue to have functional limitations.13
Approximately 20% of patients still remain unsatisfied with outcomes related to pain
relief and functionality.4 In some studies, various patients with OA developed new gait
patterns to compensate for pain, which consequently result in increased joint loads within
the contralateral hip, knee, and ankle.12 Within ten years of their initial TKA, for
approximately 40% of patients, the contralateral knee will undergo accelerated OA
disease progression, resulting in a second TKA.10, 18 This has led to the implementation of
various techniques to study joint motion and loading in the weight-bearing lower
extremities to improve patient outcomes, in terms of pain management and restoration of
functionality.2, 3 Overall, weight-bearing imaging is one of the best methods to evaluate
the biomechanical function and OA progression in the knee.11
Previous researchers have used high-speed gait analysis to categorize gait patterns
between healthy and OA patients,12 and identify differences between the operated and
non-operated knee joint within the same patient.1 However, this technique is dependent
on the positioning of external reflective markers on the skin, which may not accurately
represent motion underlying bony structures,19 and it cannot provide quantitative
measurements about joint micro-motion. Radiography is a non-invasive medical imaging
modality that creates a single, static, two-dimensional radiographic image with ionizing
radiation of bone and soft tissue within the field-of-view (FOV). In clinical settings, the
success of TKA has been evaluated with anteroposterior and lateral radiographs, although
reproducibility of these images can be limited by patient positioning and orientation of
the detector.16 Despite the ability to effectively track late-stage disease progression of
OA, radiography is a two-dimensional representation of a three-dimensional structure
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that cannot accurately distinguish between soft tissue with similar linear attenuation
coefficients.15 Radiostereometric analysis (RSA) utilizes simultaneous bi-planar x-ray
exposures to obtain three-dimensional measurements of migration in orthopaedic
implants.17 Although this technique yields accurate measurements, it can only evaluate
implanted markers of a single joint in a static image and is limited by a small FOV due to
the required intersection of the x-ray sources. Fluoroscopy is another radiographic
imaging modality that can obtain multiple images to create a dynamic radiographic video
of a patient. This modality enables dynamic single-planar or bi-planar RSA of the lower
extremity and has become the gold standard for assessments of soft-tissue artefacts from
motion capture gait analysis.6, 7, 20 Despite the fact that fluoroscopy can provide threedimensional measurements of the lower extremities, similar to previously described
radiographic imaging modalities, it is still a two-dimensional representation of a threedimensional object. Computed tomography, unlike previously described radiographic
imaging modalities, removes the superimposition of tissues, and distinguishes between
two materials with similar densities. Clinical CT scans are unable to obtain functional
weight-bearing images due to scanner design limitations. Recent studies have applied an
axial load to a patient’s leg to simulate weight-bearing in the lower extremity while in a
supine position.5 Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) is based on the same
principles as a clinical CT scanner, but allow for a variety of scanner designs that could
potentially overcome the limitations of radiography, fluoroscopy, and conventional
computed tomography.
In Chapter 2, titled “Quantitative Performance Evaluation of a Peripheral Cone Beam CT
Scanner with Weight-bearing Capabilities”, we described a technique to quantify image
quality parameters of image volumes reconstructed from various algorithms. The
hypothesis was that a peripheral cone-beam CT scanner would generate different
measurements relating to image quality based on the diameter of the phantom, or
reconstruction algorithm implemented was shown to be correct. All image quality
measurements were acquired at a 200 µm resolution, and compared to standards set by
the manufacturer of the CBCT scanner. Various image quality tests included: spatial
resolution, linearity, image noise, uniformity, geometric accuracy, and effective dose.
Large- (154 mm) and small- (70 mm) diameter image quality phantoms were scanned ten
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times at 96 kVp and 90 kVp, respectively; for image noise, tube current varied from 1 to
12 mA, totalling 12 scans, resulting in exposures ranging from 6 to 108 mAs. Effective
dose was estimated using a PC-based Monte Carlo method, as well as a CTDI-based
estimate with organ specific weighting coefficients. In this study, we demonstrated that
the system’s performance exceeds the manufacturer’s guidelines for all image quality
tests using the small-diameter phantom. As expected, the large-diameter phantom,
representing the lower extremity, exhibited increase in image noise and non-uniformity.
Overall, the peripheral CBCT imaging system shows potential for weight-bearing 3D
volumetric studies for evaluations of musculoskeletal treatments and their impact on joint
biomechanics, while providing optimal image quality at a low dose. Our analysis of
noise performance vs exposure indicates that exposure should be maintained below
approximately 40 mAs, to optimize performance and minimize dose.
In Chapter 3, titled “Three-dimensional computed tomographic reconstruction in a
natural weight-bearing stance using ceiling-mounted x-ray fluoroscopy”, a technique to
generate reconstructed image volumes with a commercially available ceiling-mounted xray fluoroscopy while rotating around an object of interest was implemented. The
hypothesis that imperfections in ceiling-mounted gantry motion were highly
reproducible, and could be used for image-based corrections was shown to be valid.
Gantry motion was characterized throughout a year using a 3D printed calibration cube
with a modification of the single marker bead method, and was also used to compute
prospective geometric calibration matrices using 2D-3D point correspondence. In
addition, effective dose resulting from one image acquisition was estimated using a PCbased Monte Carlo simulation. Image-based corrections using the modified single-marker
approach were applied before backprojection, and resultant reconstructed image volumes
were evaluated using a large-diameter image quality phantom. Within one day,
imperfections in gantry motion were remarkably reproducible, resulting in standard
deviations 0.58 pixels (0.19 mm) and 0.56 pixels (0.18 mm) for the respective U and V
coordinates. Over a year, gantry motion was remarkably reproducible resulting in 2.47
pixels (0.79 mm) and 0.20 pixels (0.06 mm) for the U and V coordinates, respectively.
These results indicate imperfections in gantry motion are exceptionally reproducible over
a year, and image-based calibrations can be applied to previously acquired datasets. In
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this study, we demonstrated this ceiling-mounted x-ray fluoroscopy system can
accurately reconstruct image volumes at a dose equivalent to commercially available
CBCT scanners.

4.1. Related Future Directions
The validation of image quality resulting from reconstructed image volumes using an
image quality phantom to quantify various image quality parameters will enable
numerous studies to take place. These studies include comparisons of non-weight-bearing
versus weight-bearing joint alignment, in vivo visualization of the meniscus, involuntary
motion compensation corrections, and evaluations of medial tibio-femoral osteoarthritis.
Reconstructed image volumes can provide unmatched biomechanical information of joint
loading and alignment in the lower extremity.14 In clinical orthopaedics, advanced
imaging modalities, such as CBCT, have become invaluable for detection of complex
fractures that do not present on plain radiographs. Weight-bearing volumetric imaging is
ideal for surgical measurements regarding patellar instability since these images can
provide a true functional representation of the knee joint.9 Other researchers have
demonstrated CBCT arthrography can be used clinically within the knee to detect
cartilage lesions of varying severity and diagnose the degeneration of tissue surrounding
the lesions through the use of contrast-enhanced images.8
As described in Chapters 2 and 3, the quantification of various imaging quality
parameters resulting from reconstructed image volumes can be used to directly compare
reconstructed image volumes from various cone-beam CT scanners. These studies ensure
reconstructed image volumes are reliable and accurate portrayals of a joint in the lower
extremity while in a weight-bearing position. Therefore, the reconstructed image volumes
could be used as computational bone models for finite element modelling or 2D-3D
registration in dynamic single-plane flat-plane fluoroscopy to assess joint loading and
kinematics. Overall, this thesis developed a novel ceiling-mounted CBCT system with
the capability to acquire 3D image volumes of both knees in a weight-bearing position,
and quantified various image quality parameters within reconstructed image volumes
from a commercially available peripheral CBCT scanner, and our novel ceiling-mounted
CBCT system. The novel ceiling-mounted CBCT system provides a unique combination
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of 2D dynamic single-planar fluoroscopy, and 3D volumetric weight-bearing imaging.
This approach is more broadly applicable to sites that have medical imaging space
constraints, and it will facilitate 2D to 3D co-registration with 3D CBCT image volumes
and 2D dynamic single-plane images produced by one ceiling-mounted fluoroscopic
x-ray system.
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